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The Confess ional Moveme nts in the
Scandin avian Countries
Jan Bygstad
I. A Brief History of the Scandinavian Churches
after the Reformation
To understand properly the contempora ry situation of the confessiona l
movements in the Scandinavi an churches requires an outline of the postReformatio n history of those churches. The state-churc h system that is
still prevalent in the Nordic countries has resulted in certain distinctive
characteristics that would otherwise be incomprehe nsible. This paper
concentrate s on the situation in Norway, both because it is the situation
with which the author is most familiar, and because the situation is
essentially similar in the other Scandinavi an countries.
There are two features that uniquely distinguish church life in the
Scandinavi an countries. The first is the state-churc h system. The second
is the role of the free lay organizations. These two features condition each
other to the point that the strong position held by the lay organizatio ns
is unthinkabl e without the state-churc h system.
For more than 400 years (1319/97-1814) Norway was united with
Denmark. In the beginning this was a union between equal partners, but
the Great Plague (1349) so impoverish ed Norway, that she gradually
became totally dependent on Denmark. With the Reformatio n in
Denmark-N orway, Norway lost the remainder of her political
sovereignty . The last Roman archbishop 's (Olav Engilbrekss on in
Nidaros) struggle against the king's reformation was not only a religious
contest, but also a battle for Norway's national independen ce.
Archbishop Olav played on the strings of nationalism in a futile attempt
to retain Norway for the Roman Catholic Church. By the time Olav fled
in April 1537, Norway had nearly become a Danish colony. The new king
in Denmark, Kristian III, was crowned in 1536, and in 1537 he formally
introduced the Reformatio n in Denmark-N orway. In that year the first
Lutheran Church Order (Kirkeordinantsen av 1537), was introduced and
Bugenhage n came to Copenhage n to ordain the first Lutheran bishops.
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This ordin~tion caused a decisive ecclesiastical rupture. First, because
Denmark-Norway now had an episcopate that did not have "apostolic
succession," which was a fundamental break with canonical law. Second,
because the new bishops did not keep the title of "Bishop," but were
called '1 Superintendents." It was the king who was "Summus Episcopus"
in the church.
The Apostles', Nicene, and Athanasian Creeds, along with the
Augsburg Confession and Luther's Small Catechism, served as the
theological basis for the new national church. Politically, the king was the
absolute ruler and sovereign in his country, and his sovereignty included
command of the church. The king gave and approved all laws concerning
ecclesiastical matters, and he alone had the right to appoint the
superintendents. In this way the ministers of the church also became the
king's officials, and representatives of his absolute power. The Lutheran
idea of the general or spiritual priesthood of all Christians provided the
basis for the king's supremacy by giving him the status as the foremost
within this priesthood.
Cultural unity in the European nations at this time was safeguarded by
the king and only one religion was allowed: Cuius regio, eius religio (whose
region, his religion). This maxim does not necessarily demand, however,
that the king should be the absolute sovereign of the church. Yet in
Denmark-Norway this is indeed what happened during the Reformation.
Later, the king explicitly bound the church of Denmark-Norway to the
Unaltered Augsburg Confession, but also denied full acknowledgment
of the Book of Concord. Thus the churches in Denmark and Norway are
two of the few Lutheran churches in the world without the Book of
Concord as their basis. One of the leading Lutheran dogmaticians in
Norway in this century, Professor Leiv Aalen, somewhere said that
"Perhaps it may be possible to be a Lutheran without the Book of
Concord, but it is not possible to be a Lutheran against the Book of
Concord!" This statement has had no little significance to many within
the confessional movements in Norway.
In Sweden and Finland (which were one united kingdom at the time),
the Reformation took quite a different course. It was not centered in royal
policy, but a deeper and slower process within the church itself, in which
the church vigorously defended herself against the king's repeated
attempts to subdue her under his authority. The final result was a church
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th.tt, by her own decision, was reformed "from head to foot," and also
acknowle dged the Book of Concord as the genuine expression of her faith
(during the "Uppsala " meeting in 1593). It is only in this century that the
Church of Sweden has fully come under the disgraceful bondage of the
state, and this happened when the church got her own council (or
synodical meeting) for which the delegates to a large extent were
politically elected. In this way the political parties are ruling the church,
and there has been neither the power nor the will to break loose from this
ideologic al bondage. In Sweden this has led to the banishme nt of
candidate s for the ministry who confess the orthodox faith. The formal
basis for this is mainly feministic. Candidat es who do not accept female
ministers and refuse to cooperate with them are not ordained in Sweden
today. Also, there are no longer any Swedish bishops who oppose the
homosexual movement, but rather they radically support it. This came to
its utmost point around July 1998, when the archbisho p of Sweden
opened the main church (the national sanctuary) in Uppsala to an utterly
blasphem ous exhibition of paintings portrayin g our Lord and His
disciples in a homosexu al context.
When Norway got her own constituti on in 1814, §2 in the constituti on
stated that "The evangelical Lutheran religion remains the public religion
of the state," and the king and his governme nt were obliged to confess
this faith. But during the breakthro ugh of the parliamen tary system in
1884, the national assembly became the de facto head of the church. The
represent atives of the parliamen t were no longer confessionally bound.
At first, this had no obvious consequences for the church. During our
century, however, and especially after World War II, it has become
increasingly evident that it is the secular state that is ruling the church.
This has resulted in a situation where most of the church leaders today
oppose the state-church system and desire some kind of free church, but
the politicians of the parliamen t want to keep the church under their
sway.
Still, the state-church system embraces most of the populatio n of
Norway. Twenty-five years ago, ninety-six percent of all Norwegia ns
were members of the church, a members hip obtained through baptism.
Today, about ninety percent of the populatio n are members of the church.
The second feature that distinguishes the Scandina vian churches is the
role of the lay organizations. These organizations are numerou s and fairly
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large, most of them (apart from the Bible society) being for outer or inner
mission. The roots of the free organizations are in the great revivals of the
nineteenth century. These came in two waves. The first was through the
awakening led by Hans Nielsen Hauge (1771-1824) in the beginning of
the nineteenth century. This revival was a kind of "sanctity-awa kening"
and was included with a strong pietistic character. It therefore often
became very legalistic. This awakening swept through the whole of
southern Norway, and made a deep and lasting impact on the
population. Even today, 200 years later, one can sense Hauge's legacy. In
areas where Hauge visited there are still prayer houses and an active
Christian life, and areas where he did not go are usually spiritually
barren.
The second wave broke upon Norway through the leadership of
Swedish preacher C. 0. Rosenius (1816-1868). It is not too much to say
that "Rosenius saved Hauge," meaning that Rosenius had a genuine
understanding of the Lutheran heritage and a clear grasp of law and
gospel, which he was able to apply personally in his preaching and
writings. This brought most of the Norwegian (and Scandinavian) lay
movements into a more consciously Lutheran mainstream and gave it a
clear Lutheran identity. Lay people, little by little, started building their
own mission-houses (in Norway called bedehus, houses of prayer). Lay
preachers traveled the country, holding their meetings in these buildings.
The gatherings were also led by lay people. This movement, rooted in the
prayer houses, formed the basis of the various missionary organizations
that were established in the nineteenth century: the Norwegian Missions
Association (1842), the Norwegian Mission to Israel (1844), the
Norwegian Seamen's Mission (1864), the China Mission (1891), two large
societies for inner mission, and so forth. These organizations have been
driven by a genuine zeal for the salvation of the lost, and have made
Norway the largest country in world-wide mission, in terms of the
number of missionaries sent out in relation to the total population.
The stress on lay preaching and missionary work was theologically
motivated by the Lutheran teaching about the priesthood of all believers.
Sociologically, the Konventikkelplakaten ("Law concerning religious
gatherings"), which forbade laymen preaching or gathering around the
word of God without the official minister being present, drove the
movement forward. This law led to Hauge' s imprisonment in 1804, which
lasted for almost ten years. The law was first annulled in 1842, but had
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created a lot of erunity against many officials of the state church, who had
urged that the law be enforced. Therefore, radical anti-clericalism is a
significant feature of the lay movements in Norway. This anti-clericalism
has, in some organizations and in various areas of Norway, resulted in
the fact that believers with a strong and clear biblical confession almost
never go to church. The slogan has been "In the church but not under the
church." The ministers in the local parishes often were looked upon with
a high degree of suspicion, not because they were heretics, but because
they were labeled as "high-church." The clergy, therefore, were often not
trusted as leaders within several of these organizations.
The anti-clericalism within the free church organizations was also often
accompanied by a strong anti-liturgical attitude. This attitude had its
roots in a minimalistic view of church order and a certain spiritualistic
ecclesiology coming from Reformed influences in England (especially the
Plymouth Brethren). During the first decades of the nineteenth century
a few of the radical lay organizations also won the legal right to distribute
holy communion without an ordained minister of the church being
present. In this one sees the radical and logical consequence of the slogan
"In the church but not under the church." This legal right contributed
significantly to the antagonism that existed between parts of the clergy ·
and the free organizations.
In the last half of the twentieth century this antagonism has decreased.
It has become commonplace to compare Norwegian Christianity to an
ellipsis: As an ellipsis has two centers, so does the church. The one center
is the local parish, where the local minister is the leader. The other is the
prayer house, where the laity are in charge, and where one will also find
a strong engagement in missionary activity. The point in the example of
the ellipsis is to portray the relationship between church and prayer
house not as competitive or hostile, but as complementary. There also is
a growing feeling of unity between the biblically-oriented laity and
orthodox ministers of the church, a unity occasioned and strengthened by
the spiritual need and doctrinal decay of the official church.
II. Spiritual Development in the Scandinavian

Churches in the Twentieth Century

Scandinavian Christianity in this century has mirrored the experience
of Protestantism in the West. Modernism and liberal theology have made
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an increasing impact on church life. They have resulted in fierce battles
over the fundamentals of faith, division and schism within the churches,
and in the marginalizatio n of confessional groups and the biblical faith.
The shift in Norway began in 1904, when a liberal, Johannes Ording,
was appointed professor of systematic theology at the University of Oslo,
which at that time was the only faculty educating candidates for the
ministry in Norway. This led to the resignation of a leading orthodox
professor in New Testament theology, Sigurd Odland. With the support
of the laity and the free organizations, he was able to establish a free
theological faculty in 1907, the Menighetsfakultetet. Six years later, in 1913,
this faculty received its legal right from the Norwegian parliament
(Stortinget) to graduate candidates for the ministry. In this there was also
an acknowledgem ent of the sufficient academic level of the faculty.
Along with this there was a difficult theological battle going on in the
media, both on the academic theological level, and in the newspapers.
The main issues in this controversy were the basic points in the second
article of the Apostles' Creed: the virgin birth, Christ's divine nature, His
atoning death, and His corporeal resurrection. Of course, behind this was
the question of the status and authority of Holy Scripture. After four
years of truce during World War I, the controversy burst out again in
1919. The reason for this was that several mildly conservative leaders
within the church now deemed it necessary to cooperate with the liberals.
Professor Ole Hallesby quickly became the leader of the opposition to this
development.
been appointed professor in dogmatics at
Menighetsfakultetet. While having a background in the liberal camp, he
had since experienced a radical conversion, which also made him a
determined enemy of the liberal phalanx. He was indeed both fearless
and outspoken, and led an intelligent campaign against the liberals,
which won him confidence both from conservative ministers and from
the lay organizations. Theologically Hallesby had his background in the
Erlangen-school and in Pietism.
Hallesby

had

During the winter of 1919-1920 two important events occurred. First,
the initial confessional organization of Scandinavia was founded. Its
name was Bekjennelsestro Presters Broderkreds ("Brotherhood of Ministers
Faithful to the Confession"). It was not an organization open to laity. The
organization's name was later changed to Foreningen for Bibel og
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Bekjennelse (FBB, "The Association for Bible and Confession"), and some
thirty years ago was opened also to laymen. This organization today
counts about twenty to twenty-five percent of all ministers within the
official church as members.
Second, in late January of 1920 there was a large meeting in
Calmeyergate n Mission House in Oslo, which drew representatives from
all the lay organizations in the country. The leaders were Dr. Hallesby
and the chairman of the Inner Mission, Mr. Fredrik Wisloff. The meeting
produced two resolutions, later labeled "The Calmeyergate Program,"
which were adopted almost unanimously. The first resolution stated that
Christians wanting to be faithful to God's revelation "are not to enter into
voluntary cooperation with those who have broken away from the
authority of the Bible." The second noted that "Within the free Christian
work we will keep watch that only people who are unreservedly standing
on the fundamentals of Holy Scripture as our church is witnessing it in
her Confession will be elected and called as representative s or workers."
Dr. Hallesby also wanted the assembly to support a separation between
church and state, but this did not obtain sufficient support.
During the following ten years the liberal influence was broken within
most of the church, and the liberals were silenced for several decades.
Yet, no steps were taken to deprive the liberals of their positions in the
church! The leaders in the official church were content that their mouths
were closed and their influence repressed.
The "Calmeyergat e program" recognized that the Church of Norway
was a divided church. It became an accepted opinion that within the
outward church body two churches were living side by side: the true
church, which is Christ's body, and the false one, which is the harlot of
Babylon. In consequence this meant a break in church fellowship: Nulla
communio in sacris cum hereticis et schismatici. The result is that for several
years the Church of Norway experienced the peculiar situation that
within the same church body there was a break in church fellowship. This
break had, for most of this period, been among the lay mission
organizations and the liberal teachers and ministers of the official church.
However, with the emerging issue of homosexuality , public and
outspoken breaks between minister and minister and between minister
and bishop became the rule.
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Some fifteen years after World War II, the church went into the secm:J
stage of her struggle with liberal theology. Now it was no longer the
fundamenta ls of faith or basic points regarding the Bible that were at
stake, but a question that to most people seemed to be a "small" one and
seemed only to have implication s on church order: the question
concerning female ministers. Already in 1937 the Norwegian parliament
had voted in favor of this reform and had approved a law concerning the
matter. The first woman was ordained in 1961 by the liberal bishop in
Hamar. (Denmark and Sweden were a few years ahead of Norway.) This
led to strong opposition from the other bishops and from the rest of the
church. Again, however, the opposition restricted itself merely to verbal
statements. The confessional leaders did not take any binding actions
against this ecclesiastical way of taking the law into one's own hands.
Seven years later only three more women had been ordained. But now
the social democratic governmen t was appointing one bishop after
another who was willing to ordain women, and the process gained
momentum . Presently one finds no bishops in Norway, Denmark, or
Sweden who oppose the ordination of women and in Finland there is
only one. There are a growing number of female ministers in Scandinavia:
in Sweden today about fifty percent of the clergy are women; in Denmark
and Norway the percentage is much lower, but steadily increasing. In
1993, Norway was one of the first Lutheran churches in the world to have
a female bishop, Rosemarie Kohn in Hamar. She is clearly liberal and a
strong advocate on behalf of the gay movement, which reflects her
general antinomian perspective. One of the most revealing facts
concerning her appointmen t were the words that were uttered by the
secretary of state who appointed her. As a representat ive of the social
democratic party he said that "our Lutheran faith has always been built
on the acknowled gment that man can obtain new understand ing," and
that in this respect modern society has to be the teacher of the church,
which is too attached to antiquated views. As he put it: "The king
(through his cabinet) leads the way, the church follows." In many ways,
this is sadly true in Norway.
This reform had a profound and deep impact on most of Norwegian
Christianity and has led to certain significant consequenc es for the
confessiona l movement. First, it gradually broke down the common
opinion in many parts of lay Christianity about biblical inerrancy.
Because the people within the lay movements usually did not want to
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estabiish their own congregations with separate administration of the
sacraments, they went to church when they wanted their children
baptized. Very often they let themselves be ministered to by female
clergy. Of course this involved a growing accommodatio n to the
situation, and a de facto breakdown in the conscious resistance against
the liberal forces. One event that confused the situation was when the
conservative free theological faculty, founded by Prof. Odland back in
1907, turned around and accepted women's ordination in 1973. This has
led to the bewildering feature in Norway that it is possible to be deemed
a conservative theologian even if one accepts women pastors.
The third important stage in the spiritual development within the
Scandinavian churches came at the close of the twentieth century. The
1990s were a time predominantly characterized by the homosexual issue,
and a bitter battle took place in all mass media and on every level within
the church. In Norway homosexuality was decriminalize d in 1972.
Twenty-one years later (1993) Norway followed Denmark and became
among the first countries in the world to institute a law establishing a
marriage-like partnership between persons of the same sex. This
relationship did not receive the name "marriage," but persons living in
such a partnership had the same legal status as married couples, with one
exception: they did not yet have the right to adopt children. The gay
organizations have become a major force in public opinion. They
dominate television and the press, and are running a very efficient
campaign to achieve two goals: they want the legal right to adopt
children, and they want to bring the church to her knees. The reason that
these organizations are targeting the church is the acknowledgm ent that
the church is the last moral force in society resisting their lifestyle. Within
the churches the gay organizations have a strong and cunning ally in the
theological modernists. They have demonstrated an exceptional ability
in obtaining leading positions within the church. The aims they are
aspiring to reach in the church center on two specific points. First,
ecclesiastical acceptance of homosexuals living in partnership as
ministers, and second, a church rite for marriage of persons of the same
sex.
In Denmark and Sweden the first issue · is no longer a matter of
discussion. There is a growing number of openly gay and lesbian
ministers. On the second point the bishops of these two countries have
taken a formal procedure, and have taken the issue into further
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consideration. Sweden has yet to make any formal decision on the matter.
The Danish bishops made a statement in the autumn of 1997 where they
abstained from introducing a church rite. Instead, they made it a
voluntary matter whether a minister would pray to sanctify such a
relationship, and expressly stated that they could not see that "living in
a homosexual relationship was in contradiction with the article on
justification by faith."
In Norway things have not gone as smoothly for the homosexual
activists (it is common to say that Norway is ten years behind Sweden in
most matters of this kind). Among eleven bishops in the Church of
Norway there are now four supporting the gay organizations (the fourth
being the former general secretary in the Lutheran World Federation,
Gunnar Stalsett, who was appointed bishop in Oslo in 1998). On the other
hand, the whole political establishment is supporting the gay activists.
The bishops' biannual meetings have long been regarded as the
institution giving the church's public standing on various theological and
also political issues. Therefore the bishops always have aspired to give
unanimous public statements. They seek this because they see themselves
as having the "office of unity" in the church. During the spring meeting
in 1995 this unity broke down precisely on the homosexual issue, and the
bishops came out with a divided statement. There were eight bishops
with a conservative and three with a liberal stand. What was really
serious in this statement was that the conservative bishops, in a vain
attempt to avoid the growing antagonism in the church, expressly stated
that the aberrant view was not heretical, but only an "opinion" that was
both feasible and legitimate within the framework of the Christian faith.
Thus they expressly said that practicing gays and lesbians were not to be
denied the Holy Sacraments, but on the contrary, they were to be
included in the fellowship and worship of the local congregations.
Second, living in a homosexual relationship was in contradiction to God's
will, but not a sin. Finally, having different opinions on this matter did
not and should not destroy the unity within the church.
Thus even the conservative bishops reduced the importance of the
question to the realm of adiaphora, something that created an indignant
and terror-stricken reaction throughout most of the Church of Norway.
The motivation of the bishops for this was first - under the strong hand
of its preses (primus inter pares) bishop Andreas Aarflot in Oslo - to try and
rescue what was left of ecclesiastical unity, and secondly to rescue the
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church from a critical collision with the politicians of the parliament,
which would have meant a deep crisis for the whole state church system.
Much has happened in the Church of Norway-since then, but it seems
that the outcome of it all is that the church system has as its prime goal
its own survival, and this goal is being achieved through theologically
ambiguous statements that aim not to provoke the ruling forces in society
too much. "Truth is the first victim in war," as Winston Churchill said.
III. The Confessional Movements in the
Scandinavian Countries
As noted earlier, the first confessional organization in Scandinavia,
Foreningen for Bibel og Bekjennelse, was founded in Norway in 1919.
Corresponding organizations in the other Scandinavian countries were
not found before the 1960s. In Sweden, "Ecclesial Gathering around Bible
and Confession" (Kyrklig Samling) was founded around 1965, the
intention being to gather all Bible-believing organizations under one
"umbrella" in a network-like fellowship. The leading force here was the
renowned and exceptionally gifted bishop Bo Giertz. The occasion
causing the creation of Kyrklig Samling was primarily the ordination of
women, an issue that has been causing an almost persecution-like
situation for orthodox ministers in Sweden because of the strong
feministic influence in society.
Denmark has seen a slowly growing confessional movement, which
began when a group of ministers issued a statement in 1964 called "The
Yes and No of the Church." This group of no more than eleven ministers
soon received the name of the statement associated with them, and about
ten years later the movement was formed into an organization having
almost the same name as her Swedish counterpart (KSBB).
During the 1960s the confessional movements in all the Scandinavian
countries faced somewhat of a turning point. Until then the orthodox
stand had represented the mainstream in church life. In spite of fierce
theological controversies during the past decades, orthodoxy was in the
majority and set the tone on all levels within the church. With the issue
of the ordination of women, however, this situation changed radically
within a period of ten years. From representing the ecclesial mainstream,
the orthodox faith gradually was reduced to a minority and was soon
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seen as sectarian. Norway experienced two special features in this area
that distinguished it from Denmark and Sweden.
First, a set of ecclesial rules was drawn up called "the traffic
regulations," which aimed at avoiding conflicts and collisions. These
"traffic regulations" gave orthodox ministers the right to withdraw from
fellowship with female ministers and from all kinds of cooperation that
compromised their convictions. The "traffic regulations" have been
widely accepted by all parties in the church, and have reduced the
conflict level considerably. The problem, though, is that these regulations
imply and admit a pluralistic view on these sorts of questions, a fact that
has been overlooked to an astonishing degree.
Secondly, the Church of Norway gradually developed a new
"establishment" at its top level. This establishment was in favor of
women's ordination, yet, at the same time, defined itself as conservative
and as the ecclesial center. From their "centrist" position they politically
defined the two "wings" of the church, the left wing being the liberals,
and the right wing the orthodox. The orthodox side had perhaps as many
as four times the number of the liberals. In 1977, Andreas Aarflot became
bishop in Oslo and preses among the bishops. He was an extremely strong
and able bishop, and he claimed to be theologically conservative. During
his episcopacy, which lasted until 1998, he followed a determined church
policy. He effectively excluded the right wing from every influential
position in the church, thus marginalizing the orthodox faith and wiping
it out from the public testimony of the church. On the other hand the left
wing was included as part of the church's apparatus on every level in
spite of their (until then) relatively small representation. The reason for
this was largely political: to achieve his goals in reform policy, Aarflot
deemed it necessary to stay on good terms with the political
establishment. One of the main means for this was to create a kind of
"balance" between the liberal and the conservative camp. The orthodox
camp was labeled "irresponsible" because they easily could provoke a
crisis in the relationship between church and state. The price of this
church policy has been a kind of institutionalized pluralism within all
councils of the church. Even the new council for doctrinal matters
(founded in 1987), which has the task of keeping doctrinal discipline, is
pluralistic in this way.
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Denmark and Sweden had no equivalent to the" traffic regulations." In
Sweden this meant that when the feministic wave came in the beginning
of the 1970s, orthodox belief and practice very soon became socially
unacceptable. Feminism has, more or less, become the central issue to
confessional Lutheranism in Sweden in its struggle to maintain its
integrity. It has become the cause of banishment of orthodox candidates
from the ministry. The Church of Sweden today is utterly pluralistic. One
can believe or preach whatever one likes, and live any way one pleases,
but if one is against women's ordination one is excluded from the
ministry.
The question of female ordination had a healthy influence on the
confessional movement in Norway. During the fifty some years since the
founding of the Foreningen for Bibel og Bekjennelse (FBB), there has always
been clarity concerning the central doctrinal points. But this had been
coupled with a feeling of self-security- after all the confessionals also
represented the mainstream. Within a few years this changed. The new
situation forced a new consciousness, not only on biblical and doctrinal
matters, but also in reflection on ecclesiology: What are the ecclesiological
consequences of heresy as well as church disorder? The Norwegian
confessionals received strong impressions from the Swedish situation,
and in 1969 the organization "Renewal of the Church" (Kirkelig Fomyelse,
1
KF) was founded. This was a kind of ' high church" movement, and its
goal was the renewal of the church through the renewal of her prayer life
and liturgy. KF never has had more than 120 members, and most of them
were also members of FBB. FBB had, until then, been somewhat
indifferent in ecclesiological matters, and it united "high church" and
"low church" theology. This gradually changed, and for seven years
during the 1980s FBB had a most able chairman, Asle Dingstad, who also
had his spiritual home in this "high church" movement.
In the 1970s Norway experienced a harsh battle around the question of
abortion. The social democratic party finally won the battle in the
parliament, which resulted in a law on free abortion in 1975. This led to
two sensational episodes in the church. The day that the parliament voted
for abortion, the bishop who most strongly had opposed this in the
public, Per L0nning, resigned. This won him enormous respect within the
church. Secondly, a year later, a parish minister in northern Norway,
B0rre Knudsen, resigned from thathalfof his office which implied loyalty
to the government, but at the same time maintained his congregationa l
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and ecclesial duties. He therefore refused to receive wages and to answer
mail from the government. He argued that a state, which publicly had
renounced its duty as a Christian state through giving laws that were
anti-Christian, no longer had any legal right to govern the church. This
he substantiated by referring to the special Norwegian confession which
was made during World War II, "The Fundament of the Church" (Kirkens
Grunn from 1942), where the Church of Norway as a whole broke with
the Nazi state, and at the same time maintained its work as the Church
of Norway. The bishops and ministers also declined their wages from the
government. B0rre Knudsen's bishop protected him, and the government
therefore could not touch him. But as soon as the bishop resigned, the
government appointed a new one who would be at its disposal in this
matter. Pastor Knudsen was put to trial and deprived of his ministry. His
case had to be tried, even up to the Supreme Court. Here the sentence did
not confine itself to the isolated case of Pastor Knudsen, but also gave a
juridical opinion on the relationship between church and state. The
essence of this was found in the sentence "The state is the church!" - a
sentence that de facto deprived the church of the right of selfdetermination.
During the 1980s, two more pastors were deprived in court of their
ministries on the same grounds. These three continued as ministers in
small congregations that followed them and were willing to support
them, and formed a union called Strandebarm prosti. A large number of
pastors within the confessional movement founded a supporting
network, especially on behalf of B0rre Knudsen, the network simply
being called "The Contact Net." The significance of these events to the
confessional movements was that it forced new reflection on the
relationship between church and state. Seeing how the state wanted
ideological control of the church in such manner, these events led to a
more determined opposition to the whole system. On the other hand it
seemed that the bishops were only too willing to be the obedient servants
of the government when it came to church order, and this led to a
growing distrust between the confessionals and the bishops.
In 1991 a new confessional organization was founded, "Joint
Deliberation on the Fundamentals of the Church" (Samrtid pa Kirkens
Grunn, SKG). The core of this new organization was the "Contact Net"
(which now was dissolved). Its aim, however, was not primarily
theological consciousness (as FBB), nor liturgical renewal (as the KF), but
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to establish a practical alternative to the Church of Norway, and through
this, to prepare for an exodus. Norway was divided into five areas each
led by a "Guide" (there still was no move to appoint and ordain an
alternative bishop). The strategy was first to make what was called an
"inner exodus," establishing an ecclesial substructure within the church,
and then, in time, to prepare for the real exodus. This was seen as a bold
step by the establishment of the official church, and led to rather harsh
reactions in the press.
Unfortunately, the leadership of SKG consisted exclusively of persons
from the "high church" movement. These had, very much inspired by
their Swedish connections, become increasingly open towards Anglican
and Roman Catholic Christianity. They were strong leaders - to a certain
extent rather strong-willed - and, in spite of widespread skepticism,
dragged the organization into fellowship with the Anglican confessional
movement "Forward in Faith" (which was formed in 1994 in opposition
to the opening of the Anglican church to female ministers), and a few
years later via this connection also with the "Polish National Catholic
Church" in the United States. When the organization was asked to revise
this direction, and instead consider an alternative Lutheran network
consisting of Lutheran confessional movements and Lutheran churches
that were intact, the leadership voted against this with the consequence
that the organization cracked (in the autumn of 1996), and the conscious
confessional Lutherans left. This breakdown created deep wounds and
a feeling of depression and resignation among most of the confessionals.
A year later some of the central leaders of SKG converted to Roman
Catholicism and also brought with them a number of theological
students.
These events took place at the same time the controversy around
homosexualit y was at its peak in Norway. As noted above, during the
spring of 1995, the bishops issued a divided statement. This statement
provoked a joint reaction from the three confessional groups in Norway,
which at that time still shared a strong feeling of unity. It comprised three
points. It stated the biblical teaching on this matter, pronounced the three
bishops teaching against the biblical doctrine "heretics," and advised no
Christian to listen to nor stay in fellowship with them, and finally,
recommended that every minister who was serving in their dioceses
break communion with them, that is, no longer accept them as bishops,
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not celebrate service with them, and not administer Holy Communion to
them.
This happened during the author's time as chairman of the FBB, and it
certainly led to quite an uproar. During the following year a number of
confessional ministers broke fellowship with these bishops. The most
prominent one in southern Norway was Asle Dings tad (former chairman
?f the FBB), who was now dean in the small city of Larvik, serving under
the heretical Bishop Osberg.
In northern Norway events turned in a more radical direction. The
pastors who broke with their heretical bishop asked the goverrunent to
give them an alternate bishop, as according to Norwegian church order
it is both a "right and a duty" for a minister to have spiritual supervision.
This request was denied them, and some of them consequently took
measures to ordain their own bishop, the aforementioned B0rre Knudsen.
Knudsen enjoys a deep respect among believers because of his hearty
witness and uncompromising stand all the years since he broke with the
state, a stand that to him personally has had a considerable price. The
ordination took place on April 6, 1997, based on the wording in the Treatis
on the Power and Primacy of the Pope (66- 72), and on Martin Luther's letter
of 1523 to the congregation in Leisnig ("That a Christian Congregation Has
the Right to Judge Every Doctrine and Call Ministers," WA 11, 408 - 416).
This led to two responses. First, the ministers in northern Norway who
ordained Bishop Knudsen were put on trial, and, in late 1999, were in
court. The liberal bishop could not tolerate this kind of rebellion, which
in his eyes endangered the "unity" of the church, a unity of which he as
bishop was the symbol. The sent~nce has not yet fallen. Second, Asle
Dingstad did not join in the ordination of an alternate bishop, but because
of his high position in the church (as dean, Prost) he has caused a
considerable -amount of distress to his liberal bishop. The bishop,
therefore, atlastputhim on trial before the Church's doctrinal committee.
The question that he wants to put to the test is whether it is in accordance
with the doctrine of the unity of the church to deny having fellowship
with the bishop. Dingstad, in turn, has put this question before the
tribunal: "Is it in accordance with the gospel (referring to Augsburg
Confession VII) to accept homosexual practices?" He publicly stated that
anything less than a clear "No" to this question would lead to his
resignation from the Church of Norway. The doctrinal committee of the
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Church of Norway gave its verdict on March 7, 2000. The verdict reads,
in short, that the liberal view on homosexual practices "is not necessarily
contrary to apostolic Christendom," that "the issue [about homosexual
practice] is not a question about eternal salvation or condemnation," and
that "this question is not church dividing." Consequently, Asle
Dings tad's denial of fellowship with his bishop on this issue was deemed
unlawful. Dingstad therefore resigned from his service in the Church of
Norway only a few days later. It is not yet clear whether he also will
leave the church.
All conscious Christians in Norway feel it is a provoking fact that these
faithful and able pastors shall have to be deprived of their offices, while
at the same time the liberal (female) bishop of Hamar has broken all her
promises and installed a lesbian pastor in the ministry. They rightfully
ask this question: What kind of church has the Church of Norway
become, when she is removing faithful, biblically-based pastors, while at
the same time installing heretics? This question reflects a deep frustration
and puzzlement among ordinary lay Christians. Things have degenerated
into such disorder that a feeling of bewilderment and hopelessness is
spreading because of the lack of any credible alternative. The breakdown
of the SKG on the one hand, and the paralyzation of the free lay
organizations on the other, have contributed to a depressed atmosphere
among confessional ministers. The last half year, though, a new vision
and will seems to be surfacing within some of the lay organizations. This
implies a certain openness and growing readiness to launch a genuine
alternative, meaning that organized groups in the prayer houses _m ay
transform to a full congregational life outside the jurisdiction of the
bishops and the official church. This would mean a full administration of
the means of grace and the institution of a ministry to this end. This
development, to a large extent, is due to the influence from Denmark. The
situation there has been far more difficult than in Norway for orthodox
Christianity. The confessional movement has been smaller and weaker,
and the downfall of the church far more rapid and all embracing. For
some years now the confessional organizations there have been looking
to Norway, hoping that Bishop Knudsen will gain a more general
acceptance. The lay organizations have been discussing ecclesiastical
alternatives. At present, we now see an increasing will within one of the
largest organizations ("Lutheran Missionary Organization," LM) to
accept and form local congregations with full administration of the means
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of grace, and with these an ecclesial structure. At least five congregations
have been formed, and this number will likely gradually increase. The
problem for the confessional ministers is that they, in a way, are being
"left behind." The lay organizations have long since managed themselves,
and have not had any need for ministers. In the fight for biblical faith,
these two parties have stood side by side. But when it comes to the future,
it seems that the free organizations will continue in this self-sufficiency,
leaving the ministers to an even more lonely destiny.
During the 1990s a most important development has taken place within
the ecclesiology of the Church of Norway. As noted earlier, about ninety
percent of the population are baptized and members of the national
church. Of course, only a small percentage (from two and a half to four
percent) of these confess faith and partake in worship and congregational
life. Because the vast majority of church members are only nominal
Christians, it has been the goal for most pastors to build ecclesiola in
ecclesia in their local parishes. This implies some kind of dividing line
between the nominal and the'confessing church. Under the pressure from
liberal theology and the politicians in the parliament, a new kind of
ecclesiology is emerging and becoming increasingly dominant. This
ecclesiology accepts all that are baptized as Christians apart from any
kind of biblical faith or confession. In this way the whole people is being
defined as a Christian people; the church is a Volkskirche. To make any
demands concerning confession and a Christian life is called legalistic,
because "the gospel in its very nature is unconditional." This makes for
an antinomian ecclesiology, which claims that every kind of boundary is
pharisaic, and therefore heretical. It is the people, as such, that shall have
the right to decide on ecclesial and doctrinal matters through general
suffrage. Of course, the National Assembly in such a context is becoming
the lawful representative of the people. In this we find a theological
legitimization of the secular state as the ruler of the church. In this context
we now see secular politicians (especially from the social democratic
party) becoming increasingly ideologically active towards the church,
demanding the church to show "tolerance" and adjust to the general
values of society. This certainly also implies that a pastor in such a church
is obliged to give every member of the church the sacraments, regardless
of how they live or what they believe. The church thus is being reduced
to the state's religious service organization. Maintaining "the keys"
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consequently becomes impossible. It is nothing but a reminiscence of
earlier days' narrow-mindedness and intolerance.
In this respect we find an explicit antagonism between das Volkskirche
and das Bekenntniskirche. Typically, in a newspaper interview a few years
ago, the female bishop of Hamar maintained that she did "not want a
church with a confessional profile, as this endangered the Volkskirkche."
But a church which is not a Bekenntniskirche is not a true church. The
"conservative" bishops are indeed trying to hold back in this situation.
But since they at the same time are compromising in their relationship
with the state and the government, there is little power of conviction in
their stand. In reality, the Church of Norway is facing a change of
identity. It is only a question of time before the Church of Norway will be
in the same situation as the two other Scandinavian churches, where all
the bishops are openly liberal, and the church order is despotic towards
the orthodox camp.
In this situation it is becoming of vital importance for the confessional
movements to uphold "the keys." This will be the focal point and central
issue with which the confessional movements, both in Norway and in the
rest of Scandinavia, will be standing or falling. At the same time, this is
an issue for which we can expect no kind of understanding in public. But
God has never let us choose the battlefield. We have to face the enemy
where he is, and we cannot hide away in the vain hope that he will come.
back later at a more convenient time and place. In this time of trouble we
cling to the promise of our Lord to his believing and confessing church:
" . the gates of hell shall not prevail against it."

Soli Deo Gloria!

Luther and Theosis
Kurt E. Marquart
Inured by decades of perfunctory chatter, few now nurture great
expectations for the "dialogues" of bureaucratic ecumenism. Yet truly
significant events do occur there from time to time. There is no more
eminent example than the Lutheran-Orthodox conversations conducted
by the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Finland and the Russian Orthodox
Church from 1970 to 1986- and this despite, or perhaps precisely because
of, the modest aims of these exchanges. 1 The most dramatic development
here-often described as a "breakthrough" -occurred at the Kiev
meeting in 1977. The conversation partners discovered "with mutual
astonishment" their considerable common ground in the Trinitarian and
christological mysteries, in salvation history, and in their sacramental and
eschatological orientations. The centerpiece at Kiev was the parallel
between justification and deification, both "based on the real presence of
Christ in the word of God, in the sacraments, and in worship." 2
The chief Lutheran spokesman on the subject was Helsinki University
Professor Tuomo Mannermaa, who titled his lecture "Salvation

1

Kamppuri says that "the lack of an ecclesio-political goal has made the discussions
'joyful ecumenism.' There has been no desire to burden the discussions with sharplydefined objectives determined in advance" (Hannu T. Kamppuri, editor, Dialogue

Between Neigbours: The Theological Conversations between the Evangelical-Lutheran Church
of Finland and the Russian Orthodox Church, 1970-1986, Publications of Luther-Agricola
Society, Band 17 [Helsinki: Vammalan, 1986), 17). He goes on to note that both the
Finnish and the Russian churches,agreed "that in principle the eucharist should not
be made a means of achieving unity, but that eucharistic fellowship expresses the
already existing unity of the Church" (18-19).
According to Bishop Georg Kretschmar of the German Lutheran Church in Russia,
the fifth bilateral dialogue (1988) between the Evangelical Church in Germany (EKD)
and the Romanian Orthodox Church reached conclusions similar to those of the
earlier Finnish-Russian talks ("Die Rezeption der orthodoxen Vergottlichungslehre
in der protestantischen Theologie," in Luther und Theosis, Veroffentlichungen der
Luther-Akademie Ratzeburg, Band 16 [Erlangen: Martin-Luther Verlag, 1990], 80).
2
Hannu T. Kamppuri, editor, Mikkeli 1986. The Seventh Theological Conversations

between the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Finland and the Russian Orthodox Church,
Mikkeli, June 3rd_ll'\1986, Publications of Luther-Agricola Society, Band 16 (Helsinki:
Vammalan, 1986), 14, 19.
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Interpreted as Justification and Deification." He expanded this 1977 essay
into "In Ipsa Fide Christus Adest," which appeared in German in 1989,
together with three related Mannermaa essays.3 The Latin phrase,
translated "in faith itself Christ is present," is a direct citation from
Luther's comments on Galatians 2:16, which this paper later examines in
detail.
The theme has given rise to considerable scholarly literature. Of most
immediate interest here is the rediscovery of neglected elements in
Luther's theology, especially of his close ties to the ancient fathers, and
to Saint Athanasius in particular. Indeed, the impetus of the FinnishRussian conversations was so fruitful in this respect that Dr. Ulrich
Asendorf, of the Lutherakademie Ratzeburg, speaks of the new departure
in Luther studies (led largely by Mannermaa, his colleagues, and his
students) as the threshold of a third Luther Renaissance- the first two
having been those of Karl Holl and of Joseph Lortz, the Roman Catholic
revisionist, respectively. 4
Apart from Mannermaa and the splendid summaries in Luther Digest,
the rich material on the subject is only beginning to become available in
English. 5 This study, "Luther and Theosis," relies chiefly on Mannermaa' s

3

Tuomo Mannermaa, Der Im Glauben Gegenwiirtige Christus: Rechtfertigung und
Vergottung. Zurn okumenischen Dialog. Arbeiten zur Geschichte und Theologie des
Luthertums, Neue Folge, Band 8 (Hannover: Lutherisches Verlagshaus, 1989). The
articles and their respective page numbers are: "In ipsa fide Christus adest. Der
Schnittpunkt zwischen lutherischer und orthodoxer Theologie," 11-93; "Das
Verhaltnis von Glaube und Nachstenliebe in der Theologie Luthers," 95-105; "Zwei
Arlen der Liebe. Einfiihrun in Luthers Glaubenswelt," 107-181; "Grundlagenfor schun
der Theologie Martin Luthers und die Okumene," 183-200. These articles will be
referenced in the remainder of the article according to shortened titles.
4
Ulrich Asendorf, "Die Einbettung der Theosis in die Theologie Martin Luthers, "
in Luther und Theosis, Veroffentlichungen der Luther-Akademi e Ratzeburg, Band 16
(Erlangen: Martin-Luther Verlag, 1990), 85-102.
5
Tuomo Mannermaa, "Theosis als Thema der Finnischen Lutherforschung ,"in
Luther und Theosis, Veroffentlichungen der Luther-Akademi e Ratzeburg, Band 16
(Erlangen: Martin-Luther Verlag, 1990), 11-26; a translation of this article is available
as "Theosis as a Subject of Finnish Luther Research," translated by Norman W. Watt,
Pro Ecclesia 4 (Winter 1995): 37-48. Further references will be to the translation. Luther
Digest: An Annual Abridgment of Luther Studies, edited by Kenneth Hagen (Sherwood,
Minnesota: Luther Academy, 1995), 133-175. One may also see the recently published
Union with Christ: The New Finnish Interpretation of Luther, edited by Carl E. Braaten
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"In ipsa" and on several recent volumes of the annual proceeding s of the
Lutherakad emie Ratzeburg. Since the subject matter is complex,
selectivity must constrain the efforts. First, this paper will sketch the
notion of deification (8ewou;, a1to8ewoic;, 8eo1toiT}otc;) with a few
illustrative texts; second, sample Mannermaa ' s deploymen t of Luther
texts, especially from the great Galatians commentar y; third, note the
criticism that the Luther Renaissance in the wake of Karl Holl was flawed
by neo-Kantia n preconceptions; and finally, assess the new
understand ing of Luther on justification, in terms of Formula of Concord
III and its rejection of Osiandrian ism.

I.
The chief New Testament reference to theosis or deification is 2 Peter
1:4: "8efo:c;, Koivwvol, <J>uoewc;" (AV: "partakers of the divine nature";
NEB: "come to share in the very being of God"). Certainly John 17:23 is
to the point: "The glory which Thou gavest Me I have given to them, that
they may be one, as We are one; I in them and Thou in Me, may they be
perfectly one" (NEB, upper case added). This at once suggests the divine
nuptial mystery (Ephesians 5:25-32; one may compare 2:19-22 and
Colossians 1:26-27), with its implied "wondrous exchange." That the final
"transfigur ation" of believers into "conformity " (ouµµop<f>ov) with
Christ's glorious body (Philippians 3:21; one may compare 1 Corinthians
15:49) has begun already in the spiritual-sacramental life of faith, is clear
from "icon" texts like Romans 8:29, Colossians 3:10, and especially 2
Corinthians 3:18: "thus we are transfigure d into His likeness, from
splendor to splendor" (-cfiv O:U'CTJV EiK6vo: µHo:µop<f>ouµe8o: a1to OO~T}c; eic;
M~o:v). One may also wish to compare 2 Corinthians 4:16 and Ephesians
3:14-19.
The most celebrated patristic statement on the subject is no doubt that
of Athanasius : "For He was made man that we might be made God
(8e1totT}8wµev)." 6 To avoid any pantheistic misunderst andings, it is

and Robert W. Jenson (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1998).
6
Athanasius, "On the Incarnation of the Word," paragraph 54.3, in The Nicene and
Post-Nicene Fathers, second series, 14 volumes, edited by Philip Schaff and Henry Wace
(Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1979), 4:65. St. Athanasius on
the Incarnation, with an introduction by C. S. Lewis (London: Mowbray, 1953), 93,
renders it: "He, indeed, assumed humanity that we might become God."
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parag raphs , which appea r in English in Mann ermaa , are given
here with
some slight repair s of that translation: 9
Sadly, this [life] is now unkno wn in the whole world , and is neithe
r
preac hed nor pursu ed; indee d, we are even quite ignor ant
of our
own name, why we are Christ ians and are so-called. Surely
we are
so-cal led not from Chris t absen t, but from Chris t dwell
ing
[inhabitante] in us, that is, inasm uch as we believe in Him and
are
mutua lly one anoth er's Christ , doing for neigh bors just as
Chris t
does for us.
We conclude therefore that the Christ ian lives not in himself,
but in
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faith, in the neigh bor throu gh love. Throu gh faith he is rapt
above
himse lf into God, and by love he in turn flows benea th himse
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the neigh bor, remai ning alway s in God and in His love. 10
In an early (1515) Chris tmas sermo n, Luthe r notes:
As the Word becam e flesh, so it is certainly neces sary that the
flesh
shoul d also-become Word . For just for this reason does the
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other
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e
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, form,
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might become wisdo m, and so in all other things which are in
God
and us, in all of which He assum es ours in order to confe r upon
us
His [things].

9
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edition of Luther 's works will be abbrev iated LW.
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W~ who are flesh are made Word not by being substantially changed
into the Word, but by taking it on [assumimus] and uniting it to
ourselves by faith, on account of which union we are said not only
11
to have but even to be the Word.
It may at first seem surprising that, so far as the actual use of the terms
more "deification" than
are concerned, there is in fact quite a bit 12
"theolo gy of the cross" languag e in Luther. The reason should be
obvious: "Deification" is part the church 's traditio nal vocabulary, while
that profou nd opposition, "theology of the cross" versus "theolo gy of
glory," is Luther' s own coinage.
II.

's use of
What follows are some representative samples ofMan nermaa
13
of
Many
e.
possibl
Luther, citing the Luther's Works version wherev er
Mannermaa' s comments and the Luther citations may be found in full in
the following translation. For the sake of clarity, Mannermaa' s thesis-like
headin gs remain. The numbe ring and lettering will indicate omissions.
Unless otherwise indicated, the Luther selections are from the 1535
Galatians Commentary.
I. THE DOCTRINE OF JUSTIFICATION AND CHRISTOLOGY
A. The Founda tion of Justifying Faith in the Ancient Church 's

Christology
1.

Christ as "the greatest sinner" (maximus peccator)

And all the prophe ts saw this, that Christ was to become the
greatest thief, murderer, adulterer, robber, desecrator, blasphemer,
etc., there has ever been anywhere in the world. He is not acting in
His own person now. Now He is not the Son of God, born of the
Virgin. But He is a sinner, who has and bears the sin of Paul, the
former blasphemer, persecutor, and assaulter; of Peter, who denied
Christ; of David, who was an adulter er and a murder er, and who
caused the Gentiles to blaspheme the name of the Lord (Romans

WA 1 28:25-32, 39-41. Cited in "Grundl agenfors chun," 192; "Zwei Arten,"
"Theosis as a Subject," 37.
13
"In ipsa," 11-93.

11

12
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2:24). In short, He has and bears all the sins of all men in His
body-no t in the sense that He has committe d them but in the
sense that He took these sins, committe d by us, upon His own
body, in order to make satisfaction for them with His own blood. 14
"But it is highly absurd and insulting to call the Son of God a
sinner and a curse!"

If you want to deny that He is a sinner and a curse, then deny
also that He suffered, was crucified, and died. For it is no less
absurd to say, as our Creed confesses and prays, that the Son of
God was crucified and underwen t the torments of sin and death
than it is:to say that He is a sinner or a curse. But if it is not absurd
to confess and believe that Christ was crucified among thieves,
then it is not absurd to say as well that He was a curse and a sinner
of sinners [Mannerm aa' s German: "arch-sinner"]. ... Isaiah 53:6
speaks the same way about Christ. It says: "God has laid on Him
the iniquity of us all." These words must not be diluted ....15
2.

Christ as "the Greatest Person" (maxima persona) and "the
only sinner" (solus peccator)

This:is.the most joyous of all doctrines and the one that contains
the most.comfort. It teaches that we have the indescrib able and
inestimable mercy and love of God. When the merciful Father saw
that we'were being oppressed through the law, that we were being
held under a curse, and that we could not be liberated from it by
anything, He sent His Son into the world, heaped all the sins of all
men upon Him, and said to Him: "Be Peter the denier; Paul the
persecuto r, ·blasphem er, and assaulter; David the adulterer ; the
sinner who ate the apple in Paradise; the thief on the cross. In short,
be the person of all men, the one who has committe d the sins of all
men. And see,to it that You pay and make satisfaction for them." 16
3.

Faith as Participat ion [Teilhabe] in Christ's Person

Now that Christ reigns, there is in fact no more sin, death, or
curse-th is we confess every day in the Apostles' Creed when we
14

WA 401:433-434; LW26:277.
WA 40 1:434-436; LW 26:278.
16
WA 401:437;.LW26:280.
15
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say: "I believe in the holy church." This is'plainly nothing else than
if we were to say: "I believe that there is no sin and no death in the
church. For believers in Christ are not sinners and are not
sentenced to death but are altogether holy and ,righteous, lords
over sin and death who live eternally." But it is faith alone that
discerns this, because we say: "I believe in the holy,,church ." If you
consult your reason and your eyes, you will judge differently. For
in devout people you will see many things that offend you; you
will see them fall now and again, see them sin, or be weak in faith,
or be troubled by a bad temper, envy, or other evil emotions.
"Therefore the church is not holy." I deny the conclusion that you
draw. If I look at my own person or at that of my neighbor, the
church will never be holy. But if I look at Christ, who is the
Propitiator and Cleanser of the church, then it is completely holy;
for He bore the sins of the entire world.
Therefore where sins are noticed and felt, there they really are
not present. For, according to the theology of Paul, there is no more
sin, no more death, and no more curse in the world, but only in
Christ, who is the Lamb of God that takes away the sins of the
world, and who became a curse in order to set us free from the
curse. On the other hand, according to philosophy and reason, sin,
death, etc., are not present anywhere except in the world, in the
flesh, and in sinners. For the theology of the sophists is unable to
consider sin any other way except metaphysically, that is: "A
quality clings to a substance or a subject. Therefore just as color
clings to a wall, so sin clings to the world, to the flesh, or to the
conscience. Therefore it must be washed away by some opposing
motivation , namely, by Jove." But the true theology teaches that
there is no more sin in the world, because Christ, on whom,
according to Isaiah 53:6, the Father has laid the sins of the entire
world, has conquered, destroyed, and killed it in His own body.
Having died to sin once, He has truly been raised from the dead
and will not die any more (Romans 6:9). Therefore wherever there
is faith in Christ, there sin has in fact been abolished, put to death,
and buried. But where there is no faith in Christ, there sin
remains. 17

17

WA 40 1:444; LW 26:285-286. In the Creed we say that we believe "the holy
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Omitting the rest, we go at once to the central point:
B. 2.

"Fides Christo Fonnata" 18 [Faith Formed by Christ]-(that is,
in radical opposition to the scholastic "fides charitate fonnata"
[faith formed by love])

But where they speak of love, we speak of faith. And while they
say that faith is the mere outline [µov6ypaµµa] but love is its living
colors and completion, we say in opposition that faith takes hold
of Christ and that He is the form that adorns and informs faith as
color does the wall. Therefore Christian faith is not an idle quality
or an empty husk in the heart, which may exist in a state of mortal
sin until love comes along to make it alive. But if it is true faith, it
is a sure trust and firm acceptance in the heart. It takes hold of
Christ in such a way that Christ is the object of faith, or rather not
the object but, so to speak, the One who is present in the faith itself
[in ipsa fide Christus adest]. Thus faith is a sort of knowledge or
darkness that nothing can see. Yet the Christ of whom faith takes
hold is sitting in this darkness as God sat in the midst of darkness
on Sinai and in the temple. Therefore our "formal righteousness"
is not a love that informs faith; but it is faith itself, a cloud in our
hearts, that is, trust in a thing we do not see, in Christ, who is
present especially when He cannot be seen. 19
Therefore faith justifies because it takes hold of and possesses this
treasure, the present Christ. But how He is present-this is beyond
our thought; for there is darkness, as I have said. Where the
confidence of the heart is present, therefore, there Christ is present,
in that very cloud and faith. This is the formal righteousness on
account of which a man is justified; it is not on account of love, as
the sophists say. In short, just as the sophists say that love forms
and trains faith, so we say that it is Christ who forms and trains

church," not "in the holy church." The "in" is added by the Lutheran Worship
translation. It is not in Luther's original.
18
Mannermaa ("In ipsa," 36) credits the expression "for example" to Heiko A.
Oberman ("Luther und die scholastischen Lehren von der Rechtfertigung," in Der
Durchbruch der refonnatorischen Erkenntnis bei Luther, edited by Bernhard Lohse
[Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1968], 423).
19
Literally: "Who, though utterly unseen, is nonetheless present" (author's
translation).
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faith or who is the form of faith. Therefore the Christ who is
grasped by faith and who lives in the heart is the true Christian
righteousne ss, on account of which God counts us righteous and
grants us eternal life. Here there is no work of the law, no love; but
there is an entirely different kind of righteousness, a new world
above and beyond the law. For Christ or faith is neither the law nor
the work of the law. 20
This is why "faith makes a man God" (2 Peter 1:4) and again: "The one
who has faith is a completely divine man [plane est divinus homo], a son of
God, the inheritor of the universe ... . Therefore the Abraham who has
faith fills heaven and earth; thus every Christian fills heaven and earth by
his faith ... " 21
Obviously there are many implications here as well for love, good
works, and other important topics, as Mannermaa indeed goes on to
show from Luther. It is enough to note here that for Mannerma a
justification and deification coincide in that climactic sentence of Luther's
from his comments to Galatians 2:16: "In ipsa fide Christus adest. In faith
itself Christ is present." 22
III.

Why was this whole dimension of Luther's thought lacking or downplayed in the so-called Luther Renaissance? Mannerma a and his circle
answer that certain philosophical predilections held sway that tended to
23
screen out Luther's strong ontological realism. By "ontology" or the
"ontic" the Finns mean to stress not some particular philosophy , but
simply the importance of being, of what is, or is the case. They point out
°WA 40 I:228-229; LW26:129-130.

2

21

WA 40 I:182, 390; LW26:100, 247,248.
'In ipsa," 92: "The content of Luther's conception of deification can be expressed
briefly in his well-known sentence, in ipsa fide Christus adest."
23
"Theosis as a Subject"; "In ipsa," 12,13; "Grundlagen forschun," 189-192; Risto
221

Saarinen, "Gottes Sein- Gottes Wirken. Die Grunddifferenz von Substanzdenk en und
Wirkungsden ken in der evangelischen Lutherdeutun g," in Luther und Theosis,
Veroffentlichungen der Luther-Akademie Ratzeburg, Band 16 (Erlangen: MartinLuther Verlag, 1990), 103-119; Risto Saarinen, "Die Teilhabe an Gott bei Luther und
in der finnischen Lutherforsch ung," in Luther und Ontologie, Veroffentlichungen der
Luther-Akad emie Ratzeburg, Band 21 (Helsinki: Luther-Agricola-Gesellscaft;
Erlangen: Martin-Luthe r Verlag, 1993), 167-182.
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that the neo-Kantian German idealist, Hermann Lotze (1817-1881) held
that things-in-themselves, even if they exist, are unknowable. Instead of
"static" substances there are "dynamic" relations, that is, an ever
churning process of mutually impinging "effects" (Wirkungen). Such
effects can be perceived and understood only in the forms provided by
our own nature. Religious effects or influences, according to Lotze,
belong not to the realm of nature, but to the domain of the "personal,"
that is, ethics and aesthetics.
Lotze's philosophy, they argue further, shaped the theologies of the
enormously influential scholars Albrecht Ritschl and Wilhelm Herrmann,
as well as those of Karl Holl and Reinhold and Erich Seeberg. "For Holl,"
says Mannermaa, "the real presence of Christ in faith means ultimately
the will of man himself, inspired and inflamed by the will of God." 24
Luther was understood as a foe of "metaphysics, " that is, of the
ontological "rigidities" of traditional dogma. For all their vocal
opposition to liberalism, Karl Barth and neo-orthodoxy shared
liberalism's hostility to "static" substance thinking, and promoted a
"dynamic" stress on action and becoming.
The Finnish criticism draws attention to the more general plight of
modern Western thought. C. E. M. Joad spoke of the "stigmata of
decadence," prominent among them being" a preoccupation with the self
and its experiences, promoted by and promoting the subjectivist analysis
of moral, aesthetic, metaphysical and theological judgments." 25
C. S. Lewis, in his article "The Empty Universe," employs the brilliant
image of two ledgers, Subject and Object. First, all the particulars we
thought existed in the universe are item by item transferred from the
objective to the subjective side of the account: "The Subject becomes
gorged, inflated, at the expense of the Object." Then, when everything has
been drained out of the Object into the Subject, the Subject self-destructs
as well. 26 The witty Reverend Sydney Smith (1771-1845) could see the
trend already in his day: "Bishop Berkeley destroyed this world in one

24

25

"

Grundlagenforsc hun," 190.

C. E. M. Joad, Decadence: A Philosophical Inquin; (London: Faber and Faber, n.d.),

117.
26

C. S. Lewis, "The Empty Universe," in Present Concerns: Essays by C.S. Lewis, edited
by Walter Hooper (San Diego, New York, London: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1986),
81-85.
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volume octavo; and nothing remained, after his time, but mind; which
27
experienced a similar fate from the hand of Mr. Hume in 1739."
To see what happens when theology catches the anti-ontological fever,
one need only consult the Christian Dogmatics by Braaten and Jenson,
where the pre-existence of the Son ("Jesus' metaphysical double"!) and
the Spirit is ridiculed as a gratuitous invention of "timelessly antecedent
extra entities." When the "extra" metaphysics are stripped away, here is
what is left: "Truly, the Trinity is simply the Father and the man Jesus
28
and their Spirit as the Spirit of the believing community."
None of this quivering, anorexic ontology for Luther! He knows a God
who is not gingerly beaming thoughts and effects at us from afar while
taking care to keep His real being (if He has any!) well away from us.
With Luther bibl!cal realism is in full cry:
The fanatical spirits today speak about faith in Christ in the manner
of the sophists. They imagine that faith is a quality that clings to the
heart apart from Christ [excluso Christo]. This is a dangerous error.
Christ should be set forth in such a way that apart from Him you see
nothing at all and that you believe that nothing is nearer and closer
to you than He. For He is not sitting idle in heaven but is completely
present [praesentissimus] with us, active and living in us as chapter
two says (2:20): "It is no longer I who live, but Christ who lives in
me," and here: "You have put on Christ. ... "
Hence the speculation of the sectarians is vain when they imagine
that Christ is present in us "spiritually," that is, speculatively, but is
present really in heaven. Christ and faith must be completely joined.
We must simply take our place in heaven; and Christ must be, live,
and work in us. But He lives and works in us, not speculatively but
really, with presence and with power [realiter, praesentissime et
efficacissim]. 29

Sydney Smith, Sketches of Moral Philosophy, cited in The Oxford DictionanJ of
Quotations, 3rd edition, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1979), 511.
28
Carl Braaten and Robert W. Jenson, editors, Christian Dogmatics, 2 volumes
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1984), 1:155. This of course is my example, not
Mannermaa' s.
29
WA 401:545-546; LW26:356-357; "In ipsa," 39-40.
27
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By faith, finally,
you are so cemented [conglutineris] to Christ that He and you are as
one person, which cannot be separated but remains attached
fperpetuo adhaerescat] to Him forever and declares: "I am as Christ."
And Christ, in tum, says: "I am as that sinner who is attached to Me,
and I to him. For by faith we are joined together into one flesh and
one bone." Thus Ephesians 5:30 says: "We are members of the body
of Christ, of His flesh and of His bones," in such a way that this faith
couples Christ and me more intimately than a husband is coupled
to his wife.30
But does not the very idea of deification suggest a theology of glory
more than the theology of the cross? That all depends on how deification
is understood. Luther's understanding, as we have it before us at some
length, is through and through the purest tj.,.eology of the cross.
Mannermaa treats this also in terms of the contrast between the upward
reach of human love towards all that is great and worthy and impressive
in itself (scholasticism!), and the downward reach of God's love, which
does not find, but creates, its own object. 31
The point of the theology of the cross is not that Christ or God .is not
glorious and powerful, or should not be treated and worshiped as such,
but that we can know this glory and power only by faith which grasps
God under the very opposite appearances. 32 It is ironic that the American
translation of Heidelberg Thesis 19, which is pivotal for the whole
theology of the cross, is marred by a serious error probably inspired by

30

WA 401:285-286; LW26:168; "In ipsa, 11 51.
"Zwei Arten," 130-145.
32
See Luther on Romans 12:2 (1515), LW 25:538-439. Also, from his Bondage of the
Will (LW 33:62): "[Heb. 11:1] Hence in order that there may be room for faith, it is
necessary that everything which is believed should be hidden. It cannot, however, be
more deeply hidden than under an object, perception, or experience which is contrary
to it. Thus when God makes alive he does it by killing, when he justifies he does it by
making men guilty . . .. Thus God hides his eternal goodness and mercy under eternal
wrath, his righteousness under iniquity. This is the highest degree of faith, to believe
him merciful when he saves so few and damns so many .... " For the best explanation
of the theology of the cross one may see Hermann Sasse, "The Theology of the Cross,"
in We Confess Jesus Christ, translated by Norman Nagel (Saint Louis: Concordia
Publishing House, 1984), 36-54.
31
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33
the very philosophical prejudices mentioned above. Instead of saying
"That person does not deserve to be called a theologian who looks upon
the invisible things of God as though they were clearly perceptible in
those things which have been made [Romans 1:20]," Harold J. Grimm
34
renders the final words, incredibly: "which have actually happened"!
Here the essence of the theology of the cross, firm reliance on the life,
death, and resurrection of Our Lord, "which have actually happened," is
written off as theology of glory!

All right talk about deification must pass at least a twofold test, to be
genuine theology of the cross. The first is whether God and His life are
accessible directly, or only in the crucified and risen Savior, and in His
gospel means of salvation alone. For Luther, clearly, deification does not
mean that God and His uncreated light are directly and experientially
35
accessible by means of devotional exercises. On the contrary,
God conceals and covers [the church] with weaknesses, sins, errors,
and various offenses and forms of the cross in such a way that it is
not evident to the senses anywhere. Those who are ignorant of this
are immediately offended when they see the weaknesses and sins of
those who have been baptized, have the Word, and believe; and they
conclude that such people do not belong to the church. Meanwhile
they imagine that the church consists of the hermits, monks, etc.,
who honor God only with their lips and who worship Him in vain,
because they do not teach the Word of God but the doctrines and
commandm ents of men (Matthew 15:8-9). Because these men
perform superstitiou s and unnatural works, which reason praises
36
and admires, they are regarded as saints and as the church.

33
See Reinhard Slenczka's profound observations on faith, Enlightenme nt, and
history ("Die Gemeinschaf t mit Gott als Grund und Gegenstand der Theologie.
Vergottlichung als ontologisches Problem," in Luther und Theosis, Veroffentlich ungen
der Luther-Akademie Ratzeburg, Band 16 [Erlangen: Martin-Luther Verlag, 1990], '2:148).
34
LW31:40
35
Such is the case, apparently, with Gregory Palamas. One may see Georgios
Mantzaridis, The Deification of Man (Crestwood, New York: Saint Vladimir's Seminary
Press, 1984), 96-104.
36
LW27:84-85.
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In fact, "God dwells only in the man who perceives himself to be farther
from God and nearer the devil. Precisely such a man is a glorious dwelling,
palace, hall and paradise, in which God dwells on earth." 37 Elert also notes the
abiding importance of "self-accusation" in Luther, in contrast to
mysticism. 38 Although God the Blessed Trinity dwells in us, faith must
seek and grasp Him not there or in fancied ecstasies, but solely and alone
in His outward channels of salvation: "In the state of glory the Word will
be without voice and letter, but in the state of wayfaring the Word is
wrapped 'in sound, voice, and letters, just as honey is in the honeycomb,
the kernel in the nut, marrow in the bones or the life in the flesh or the
Word in the Flesh."' 39

The second test is whether deification is driven by the downward
movement of God or by the upward movement of man. Luther's answer
is clear:
And that we are so filled with "all the fulness of God," that is said in
the Hebrew manner, meaning that we are filled in every way in
which He fills, and become full of God, showered with all gifts and
grace and filled with His Spirit, Who is to make us bold, and
enlighten us with His light, and live His life in us, that His bliss
make us blest, His love awaken love in us. In short, that everything
that He is and can do, be fully in us and mightily work, that we be
completely deified [vergottet], not that we have a particle or only
some pieces of God, but all fulness. Much has been written about
how man should be deified; there they made ladders, on which one
should climb into heaven, and much of that sort of thing. Yet it is
sheer piecemeal effort; but here [in faith] the right and closest way
to get there is indicated, that you become full of God, that you lack
in no thing, but have everything in one heap, that everything that

37

"Zwei Arten," 160 (on the basis of Cruciger's summer postil [1544], WA 21:457).
Elert, Structure, 80-90, 140 and following; 166-176. I am indebted to Don Matzat
for a timely reminder of these valuable references, "Assessing the Promise Keepers,"
Christian News (December 25, 1995): 1, 7-8.
39
"Grundlagenforschun," 193, citing the 1515 Christmas sermon, WA 1:29. One may
also refer to Against the Heavenly Praphets in the Matter of Images and Sacraments (1525),
LW 40:79-223.
38
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you speak, think, walk, in sum, your whole life be completely divine

[Gottisch]. 40
When one ponders the lively, full-blooded realism of Luther's theology,
one can only wonder how such a legacy could have been so tragically
squandered in world "Lutheranism" over the centuries. Chesterton
complained about the Church of England's tendency to tolerate
"underbelievers" but to persecute "overbelievers." Why this preference
for ever less, for the minimal? Reductionist philosophy alone is hardly the
whole story. Sin has a way of defending itself against God's saving
incursions on a broad front. Two quite arbitrary examples, both of them
to do with hymns, illustrate the thinning-out process.
Consider the sixth stanza of Nikolaus Herman's great Chrisbnas hymn,
"Praise God the Lord, Ye Sons of Men":
A wondrous change which He does make!
He takes our flesh and blood,
And He conceals for sinners' sake
His majesty of God. 41
These are worthy thoughts, but they fail to convey the original sense:
Er wechselt mit uns wunderlich:
Fleisch und Blut nimmt Er an
Und gibt uns in seins Vaters Reich
Die klare Gottheit dran.
The original "exchange" has become a mere one-way "change" in
English. And instead of imparting to us His "glorious Divinity" or
"Godhead," the translation has Him merely concealing His "majesty of
God"! Lutheran Worship Hymn 44, while getting rid of "sons" and "men,"
does improve what now becomes the fourth stanza, by restoring a
genuine "exchange." But "His glory and his name" is still rather pale
beside "His glorious Divinity."
The second example comes from the new Russian-German hymn-book
"for divine services and official acts in Evangelical Lutheran

"°Sermon of 1525, WA 171:438; "In ipsa, 11 54.
41
The Lutheran Hymnal, Hymn 105.
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congregations and in the family circle." 42 Of the 106 hynms, only one [46]
is for holy baptism, but does not mention baptism (though the one
confirmation hymn [75] does). There is only one hymn [77] for the Holy
Supper, and it does not mention the Lord's body and blood. The four
hynms [78-81] for confession and repentance mention neither absolution
nor keys. The frightful decades of Communist persecution do not explain
such sacramental impoverishment.

If there is such a thing as a characteristic "structure of Lutheranism," 43
which distinguishes it from other confessions, then it must lie surely in
a relentless realism of faith that will not let any of God's life-bearing gifts
be spirited away into significances and abstractions. In theology
a).).. o(waic; has meant two quite opposite things. Zwingli used it as a
device to shift the mysterious "exchange" between human and divine
from the person of Christ to mere words. That is an unhappy exchange!
John of Damascus apparently used the same term to express the genuine
44
reciprocity of the Incarnation (first genus)-a happier exchange. But the
happiest exchange of all is that by which the Prince of Righteousness
trades places with us paupers of sin-as Luther never tired of
,- proclaiming in ever new and fresh imagery. Ulrich Asendorf has well
said that Luther not only appropriated the full christological substance
of the ancient church, but, "unlike the Eastern Tradition, gave it a Pauline
interpretation and deepened it." 45 The East unfortunately missed out

Russko-nemetskii sbornik dukhmmykh pesen.Russisch-Deutsches Gesangbuch (Erlangen:
Martin-Luther Verlag, 1995).
43
Werner Elert meant by this "structure" or "morphology" something broader than
the configuration of confessional constituents I am tracing. He saw that theology does
and must have consequences for the concrete embodiment of the church's life. His
wide-ranging discussion supplies solid antidotes to the vapid isolation of" style" from
"substance" now in vogue.
44
Francis Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, 3 volumes (Saint Louis: Concordia Publishing
House, 1951-1953), 2:11,144; Martin Chemnitz (The Two Natures in Christ, translated
by J. A. 0 . Preus [Saint Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1971), 167) says that, in
Book 3, Chapter 4 of his Exposition of the Orthodox Faith, John of Damascus has
"aUoiwai~ K(il. <ivtic'iooi~." In fact only "<ivtic'ioou;" is found there (MPG 94:1000).
Paul Jackson, Robert Smith, and D. Richard Stuckwisch have located all thirteen
occurences of a)..)..o(wai~ in John of Damascus. The term has a respectable history in
classical Greek.
45
Ulrich Asendorf, "Rechtfertigung und Vergottung als Thema in Luthers Theologie
und als Briicke zur Orthodoxie," Okumenische Rundschau 41 (1992): 177.
42
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twice on the great debates about soteriology, once in Saint Augustin e's
time and the second time a thousand years later in Luther's.
Very God of very God, a real incarnation, genuine, full, and free
forgiveness, life, salvation and communi on with the Holy Trinity,
imparted in the divinely powerful gospel and sacramen ts-includ ing the6
evangelic doctrine as revealed, heavenly truth, not academic guesswork,4
and the true body and blood of Christ in the Sacramen t of the Altar- all
these mysteries to be cherished and handled for the common good by
responsible househol ders in the God-give n office, rightly dividing law
and gospel (sola fide!): do not these constitute the "structur e of
Lutheran ism"?
IV.

It remains only to test certain conclusions by the Formula of Concord.
47
It should be clear from the outset, as Mannerm aa also points out, that
FC III cannot possibly intend to reject the doctrine of Luther's Galatians
comment ary, because Article III concludes with an express approval of
that commentary: "If anybody regards anything more as necessary by
way of a detailed explanati on of this high and importan t article of
justification before God, on which the salvation of our souls depends, we
direct him for the sake of brevity to Dr. Luther's beautiful and splendid
48
exposition of St. Paul's Epistle to the Galatians."
What then of the customary opposition between Christ for and outside
of us (pro nobis, extra nos) and Christ in us (in nobis)? Is it not Osiandria n
to place the righteousness of faith in us rather than strictly outside of us?
Is not Luther's "in faith itself Christ is present" therefore Osiandria n?
Actually the oppositio n between "in" us and "outside" of us is a rule
of thumb rather than a precise doctrinal definition. Its intent is certainly
0ne may see Eeva Martikainen, "Die Lehre und die Anwesenhe it Gottes in der
Theologie Luthers," in Luther und Theosis, Veroffentlichungen der Luther-Aka demie
Ratzeburg, Band 16 (Erlangen: Martin-Lut her Verlag, 1990), 215-232; and Eeva
Martikaine n, Doctrina: Studien zu Luthers Begriff der Lehre, Schriften der Luther
Agricola-Gesellschaft, Band 26 (Helsinki: Luther-Agricola-Gesellschafz, 1992).
47
" In ipsa," 16.
48
FC SD III:67, in The Book of Concord: The Confessions of the Evangelical Lutheran
Church, edited by Theodore Tappert (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1959), 551.
References to this source will be abbreviated "Tappert."
46
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correct, but as a form of words it is neither taught by the Formula, nor
does it belong to the status controversiae, the point at issue, in the
Osiandrian dispute.

In FC III one looks in vain for a dogmatic contrast between "inside" and
"outside." That is not the issue. Rather, it is whether Christ is our
righteousness only according to His divine nature (Osiander), or only
according to the human (Stancarus), or according to both. The Formula
of course settles the matter in the third sense:
Against both parties the other teachers of the Augsburg Confession
held unanimously that Christ is our righteousness, not according to
the divine nature alone or according to the human nature alone but
according to both natures; as God and man he has by his perfect
obedience redeemed us from our sins, justified and saved us.
Therefore they maintained that the righteousness of faith is
forgiveness of sins, reconciliation with God, and the fact that we are
adopted as God' s children solely on account of the obedience of
Christ, which, through faith alone, is reckoned by pure grace to all
true believers as righteousness, and that they are absolved from all
their unrighteousne ss because of this obedience. 49
At first sight it does indeed appear as though the Formula excluded
Christ's indwelling from justification.50 A careful reading of the two
relevant formulations, however, shows that only the Osiandrian
justification-b y-indwelling-e ssential-righte ousness is rejected. The
question is whether Christ is present or absent in justifying faith - and
where would He be? Perhaps locally confined in "heaven"? - is not at
issue at all:
We must also explain correctly the discussion concerning the
indwelling of God's essential righteousness in us. On the one hand,
it is true indeed that God the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, who is the

4
9FC SD III:4, Tappert, 539-540.
~annermaa does not assert this outright, but cautiously formulates the "problem,
that the relation of 'justification' and 'indwelling of God in man' is defined [by the
Formula] at least conceptually differently from the way it is defined in Luther's
theology" (" In ipsa," 14). It is hue of course that crisp and precise doctrinal definitions,
of the sort useful in settling disputes, lack the imaginative exuberance of Luther's
preaching and teaching. But this does not mean a difference in doctrine.
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eternal and essential righteousness, dwells by faith in the elect who
have been justified through Christ and reconciled with God, since all
Christians are temples of God the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, who
impels them to do rightly. But, on the other hand, this indwelling of
God is not the righteousness of faith of which Saint Paul speaks and
which he calls the righteousness of God, on account of which we are
declared just before God. This indwelling follows from the
preceding righteousness of faith, which is precisely the forgiveness
of sins and the gracious acceptance of poor sinners on account of the
51
obedience and merit of Christ.
The following error is rejected and condemned : "That faith does not
look solely to the obedience of Christ, but also to his divine nature in so
far as it dwells and works within us, and that by such indwelling our sins
52
are covered up in the sight of God."
What is rejected is not that in "faith itself Christ is present," but that
faith looks "also to his divine nature in so far as it dwells and works in
us" for justification. In other words, in so far as faith produces inner
renewal or sanctification. It is a question of "this indwelling" or "such
indwelling, " that is, Osiander's sort of "indwelling of God's essential
righteousness" that is rejected. Luther's in ipsa fide Christus adest "in faith
itself Christ is present" is quite untouched by the rejection of Osiander' s
fancies.
The whole point of the contrast between the "in us" [in uns, in nobis] of
FC SD 111:32 and the "outside" [ausserhalb, extra nos] of FC SD 111:55 is to
safeguard the difference between the "inchoate righteousne ss" of
renewal, love, and good works, and the "imputed [zugerechnete,
imputatam] righteousne ss," by which latter alone we are justified and
saved. "In us" and "for us" have become shorthand for the inchoate and
the imputed righteousne ss respectively. The first is renewal or
sanctification, but the second defines, constitutes, and alone is
justification . Insistence on "faith alone" is necessary to keep these two
quite different things from being mixed and muddled together:
That faith's sole office and property is to serve as the only and
exclusive means and instrument with and through which we receive,

51
52

FC SD III:54, Tappert, 548-549.
FC SD III:63, Tappert, 550.
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grasp, accept, apply to ourselves, and approp riate the grace and the
merit of Christ in the promis e of the gospel. From this office and
proper ty of application and approp riation we must exclude love and
every other virtue or work. 53
But is it possible to "receive, grasp, accept, apply to ourselves, and
approp riate" Christ 's merit apart from His person ? Manne rmaa is quite
right about Luther not separa ting "the person (persona) and the work
(officium) of Christ from one another." 54 He is mistak en, howev er, if he
suggests thereby that the Formula does so. In fact Article III states: "Our
righteo usness rests neithe r upon his divine nature nor upon his human
nature but upon the entire person of Christ, who as God and man in
his
sole, total, and perfect obedience is our righteousness." 55 And "Faith
thus
looks at the person of Christ, how this person was placed under the
law
for us, bore our sin, and in his path to the Father render ed to his Father
entire, perfec t obedience from his holy birth to his death in the stead
of
us poor sinners." 56
The antithe sis is always Osiand er, with his fatal confusions, not
Luther 's wonde rful realism about Christ and faith. And of course, even
though Christ is "in" justifying faith, and that faith is obviou sly "in"
us,
yet it takes us "beyon d" 57 and hence outside oursel ves (extra nos), so
that
our "life is hid with Christ in God" (Colossians 3:3).
The central issue is wheth er justification is the forgiveness of sins - with
everyt hing else coming after (logically, not temporally) - or wheth er
it is
also the interna l renewal. Imput ation or transfo rmatio n - that is
and
remain s the waters hed questio n. The received wisdo m is that Luther
cheerf ully brewe d and stewed the two together, and that the insiste
nce
on a clear demar cation betwe en them came later, for examp le with
the
"purel y forensic" view of the Formu la of Concord. It is simply not true,
as Alister McGrath claims in his impressively compr ehensi ve
and
valuab le opus, Iustitia Dei, that "Luthe r and Augus tine concur
in
unders tandin g justification as an all-em bracin g process, subsum ing
the
beginn ing, develo pment and subseq uent perfec tion of the Christ
ian
53

FC SD III:38, Tappert , 546.
In ipsa," 15.
55
FC SD III:55, Tapper t, 549.
56
FC SD III:58, Tapper t, 550.
57
"supra," LW31:371.
54

"
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dignity of real faith versus the scholastic trivialization. But this does not
mean that the inherent renewal of faith and all its fruits is in principle
prior, and imputatio n secondary.
The absolute priority of imputatio n and its exclusive sway in
justification is clear, for instance, from Luther's comment on Galatians
5:16, which Mannerm aa also cites: "Shaded and protected by this
covering, this heaven of the forgiveness of sins and this mercy seat, we
begin to love and to keep the Law. As long as we live, we are not justified
or accepted by God on account of this keeping of the Law." 64
The difference in terminology between Luther and the Formula should
not seduce us into the optical illusion of a difference in doctrine. Luther
insists just as rigidly, as does the Formula, on a radical differenti ation
between imputed and inchoate righteousness, only his terms for this are
"passive" and "active" righteousness. Luther devotes a whole
introduct ory section to this topic, under the title, "The Argumen t of St.
Paul's Epistle to the Galatians." 65 The distinctively "Christia n
righteousness," by which alone we are justified and saved, "is heavenly
and passive," that is, Christ's. 66 All the various forms of earthly, active
righteous ness are excluded from this.
The Formula of Concord teaches and intends nothing else. In a sense
even the Formula goes beyond the purely forensic, when it includes faith
itself as one of the" only essential and necessary elements of justification,"
together with the grace of God, the merit of Christ, and the promise of the
gospel. 67 This is why the Formula must allow "regenera tion" and
"vivificat ion," in the strictly limited sense of the creation of justifying
faith, as synonym s of justification. 68
Luther's sublime comment on Psalm 5:2-3 provides a suitable
conclusion:
By the reign of His humanity or (as the Apostle says) His flesh,
which takes place in faith, He conforms us to Himself and crucibles
us, making genuine men, that is wretches and sinners, out of
64

65

LW 27:64; WA 4011:80. Cited in" In ipsa, 11 74.

LW26:4-12.
LW26:8.
67
FC SD III:25, Tappert, 543; one may compare Apology IV:53, Tappert, 114.
68
FC SD III:19-20, Tappert, 542.
66
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The Doctrine of
Justification and Chris tology
Chapte r A, Sectio n One of The Christ Present in Faith
Tuomo Mannermaa
Translated by Thomas F. Obersat
I. The Doctrine of Justification and Christology

A. The Foundat ion of Justifying Faith in the Ancient Church' s
Christol ogy

1. Christ as "the greatest sinner" (maximus peccator)
Luther's view of the Christia n faith rests on the Christological
thought of the early church in which Luther, howeve r, incorpor ates
a specific accent. Luther understo od the common early church
incarnat ional thought in such a way that the incarnat ion fits
seamlessly into the doctrine of justification. The eternally begotten
second person of the Trinity, the Logos, "didn't consider it
robbery " (Paul), to be in the form of God (in forma dei), rather out
of sheer love took the "form of a servant" (forma servi), in which He
became man. The Word of God accordin g to Luther had by all
means not only taken on [assumed] a "neutral " human nature as
such, but the pronoun ced human nature of the sinner. This means
that Christ truly has and carries the sins of all men in His assumed
human nature. Christ is the greatest of all sinners (maximus
peccator, peccator peccatorum). The Reformer says:
And all the prophet s saw this, that Christ was to become the
greatest thief, murdere r, adultere r, robber, desecrat or,
blasphem er, etc., there has ever been anywhe re in the world.
He is not acting in His own person now. Now He is not the
Son of God, born of the Virgin. But He is a sinner, who has

Dr. Tuomo Mannermaa is Professor of Systema tic Theology at the
University of Helsinki, Finland. This segment appears in the book
Der irn Glaube n gegenw artige Christu s: Rechtfe rtigung und
Vergott ung zurn Okurne nischen Dialog (Hannover: Lutherisches
Verlagshaus, 1989). The Reverend Thomas F. Obersat is pastor of
Trinity Lutheran Church in Westville, Indiana. Mr. Daryl Biberdorf
edited the translation.
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and bears the sin of Paul, the former blasphem er, persecuto r,
and assaulter; of Peter, who denied Christ; of David, who was
an adulterer and a murderer , and who caused the Gentiles to
blasphem e the name of the Lord (Romans 2:24). In short, He
has and bears all the sins of all men in His body - not in the
sense that He has committe d them but in the sense that He
took these sins, committed by us, upon His own body, in order
1
to make satisfaction for them with His own blood.
The text of the lecture notes (Hs) goes beyond the printed text
(Dr). From this position emerges how real Luther thinks the union
of Christ with the sinner is. The Logos communi cates with the
human nature of the "thief and the sinner" and is downrigh t
"submerg ed" in it. "And so He is looked upon as one who is
among robbers although innocent; the more, where He out of His
own and the Father's free will wanted to unite with the body and
blood of all those who were robbers and sinners. Therefore He is
submerge d in all." 2
The characteristic of Luther's incarnational theology is contained
exactly in the thought that Christ became a sinful man and that He,
in His assumed human nature, is really the greatest sinner. The
Reformer knows about the strangeness of this thought advanced by
him, and therefore defends his view many times.
"But it is highly absurd and insulting to call the Son of God a
sinner and a curse!" If you want to deny that He is a sinner
and a curse, then deny also that He suffered, was crucified, and
died. For it is no less absurd to say, as our Creed confesses and
prays, that the Son of God was crucified and underwen t the
torments of sin and death than it is to say that He is a sinner or
a curse. But if it is not absurd to confess and believe that
Christ was crucified among thieves, then it is not absurd to say
as well that He was a curse and a sinner of sinners.... [Isaiah
chapter 52] Isaiah 53:6 speaks the same way about Christ. It
LW26:277; WA 40 I:433, 26-434, 12 (Dr).
WA 40 I:434, 1-4 (Hs); comparativ e from LW 26:278: "Christ was not only found
among sinners; but of His own free will and by the will of the Father He wanted to be
an associate of sinners, having assumed the flesh and blood of those who were sinners
and thieves and who were immersed in all sorts of sin."
1

2
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says: "God has laid on Him the iniquity of us all." These
words must not be diluted but must be left in their precise and
serious sense. For God is not joking in the words of the
prophet; He is speaking seriously and out of great love,
namely, that this Lamb of God, Christ, should bear the
iniquity of us all. But what does it mean to "bear"? The
sophists reply: "To be punished." Good. But why is Christ
punished? Is it not because He has sin and bears sin? That
Christ has sin is the testimony of the Holy Spirit in the Psalms.
Thus in [Psalm 39] Psalm 40:12 we read: "My iniquities have
overtaken Me"; in [Psalm 40] Psalm 41:4: "I said: 'O Lord, be
gracious to Me; heal Me, for I have sinned against Thee!"'; and
in [Psalm 68] Psalm 69:5: "O God, Thou knowest My folly; the
wrongs I have done are not hidden from Thee." In these
psalms the Holy Spirit is speaking in the Person of Christ and
testifying in clear words that He has sinned or has sins. These
testimonies of the Psalms are not the words of an innocent one;
they are the words of the suffering Christ, who undertook to
bear the person of all sinners and therefore was made guilty of
the sins of the entire world.3
2. Christ as "the greatest person" (maxima persona) and "the sole
sinner" (solus peccator)
In the view that Christ is "the chief of sinners" [der allergro1sle
sunder], the central presupposi tion for Luther's incarnation al
theology and soteriology comes to light, according to which Christ
is, as it were, the "collective person," or rather, as the Reformer
himself says, "the greatest person" (maxima persona) who unites the
persons of all men really in Himself. Christ becomes the sinner in
each person.
This is the most joyous of all doctrines and the one that
contains the most comfort. It teaches that we have the
indescribable and inestimable mercy and love of God. When
the merciful Father saw that we were being oppressed through
the Law, that we were being held under a curse, and that we
could not be liberated from it by anything, He sent His Son
into the World, heaped all the sins of all men upon Him, and
3

LW26:278-279; WA 40 I:434, 29-36; 435, 21-436, 16 (Dr).
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said to Him: "Be Peter the denier; Paul the persecuto r,
blasphem er, and assaulter; David the adulterer; the sinner who
ate the apple in Paradise; the thief on the cross. In short, be the
person of all men, the one who has committe d the sins of all
men. And see to it that You pay and make satisfaction for
them." 4
The thought of Christ as "the greatest person" (maxima persona)
culminate s in the statement about Christ as the "sole sinner" (solus
peccator). After the incarnatio n of the Logos there is nowhere else
more sin as in His person. Christ is "drowned " (submersus) in all
sins and all sins are submerge d in Christ. This thought forms the
starting point for Luther's soteriology. Without going deeper into
the details of the soteriology, which is not as yet satisfactorily
examined , its goal should be described briefly.
Because Christ as man is at the same time "the chief of sinners"
and in His being as Logos is at the same time God, or rather, is
"absolute righteousness and life," His person stands in an extreme
and far-reaching tension and disunion. Accordin g to His divine
nature, Christ is "divine Power, Righteousness, Blessing, Grace and
Life." 5 These divine attributes fight against other culminati ng
powers of destruction, sin, curse, death in His person and conquer
them. Thus there is no longer any sort of sin, death or
condemn ation because, in Christ, "all sin is collected together" in
Christ, and He remains the "sole sinner." It should be pointed out,
that the defeat of the powers of destructio n decidedly takes place
in Christ's own person. He has won "in Himself" (triumphans in
seipso) the struggle between righteous ness and sin. Sin, curse, and
death are emphatically first conquered in the person of Christ, and6
"after that" shall the whole world be changed through His person.
Salvation is participat ion in the person of Christ.

LW 26:280; WA 40 1:437, 18-27 (Dr). See also Luther's Choral, "Nun freut euch,
lieben Christen gmein" (EKG 239) WA 35:422-425; "Dear Christians, Let Us Now
Rejoice," LW 53:217-220.
5
LW 26:282; WA 40 1:440, 21, "divina virtus, iustitia, benedictio, gratia et vita."
6
LW26:282; WA 401:440, 26-30.
4
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3. Faith as participatio n in the person of Christ
In accordance with the structured idea of Luther's theology, the
man in faith truly has the person of Christ and in faith partakes of
divine life and victory. On the other hand, it can be said, through
faith Christ gives to man His person. Faith means participatio n in
Christ in whom there is no sin, death, or condemnat ion.
To the extent that Christ rules by His grace in the hearts of the
faithful, there is no sin or death or curse. But where Christ is
not known, there these things remain. And so all who do not
believe lack this blessing and victory. "For this," as John says,
"is our victory, faith" (1 John 5:4). 7
According to Luther faith is therefore victory, because faith
unites the faithful with Christ's person; the person of Christ is
Himself the victory.
To the Reformer, justifying faith does not exclusively mean the
reception of imputed forgiveness of sins on the basis of Christ's
merit. The Formula of Concord places special importance on the
emphasis of this fact. Real participatio n in Christ means faith
participatio n in the accomplished institution in Christ of "blessing,
righteousness, and life." Christ is Himself life, righteousne ss, and
blessing, because God is all of these "naturaliter et substantialiter." 8
Justifying faith means then, participatio n in God's essence in
Christ.
The core of this understand ing of participatio n comes to effect
in Luther's concept of the "joyful exchange." According to this,
Christ Himself takes on the sinful person of man and gives to him
His own righteous person. An exchange of attributes (a sort of
communicatio idiomatum) therefore occurs between Christ and the
faithful: Christ, as divine righteousne ss, truth, peace, joy, love,
strength, and life gives Himself to the faithful. At the same time
Christ "absorbs" the sin, death, and condemnat ion of the faithful. 9
In the real participation in Christ the Christian has no more sin and
death. In scholastic theology, according to the Reformer, an exactly
7

LW26:282; WA 40 I:440, 31-35.
LW26:282; WA 40 I:441, 19-28.
9
LW25:331-332; WA 56:343, 16-21.
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opposite way of thinking is typical: there sin forms there a
substance , a quality belonging to the human nature. On the other
hand, "true theology" now teaches that "there is no more sin in the
world" for all sin is "collected in Christ," and He has overcome all
sin in His own person. Therefore wherever man is united in faith
with Christ, there sin has truly been annihilated. Luther says:
Now that Christ reigns there is in fact no more sin, death, or
curse-thi s we confess every day in the Apostles' Creed when
we say: "I believe in the holy church." This is plainly nothing
else than if we were to say: "I believe that there is no sin and no
death in the church. For believers in Christ are not sinners and
are not sentenced to death but are altogethe r holy and
righteous, lords over sin and death who live eternally." But it
is faith alone that discerns this, because we say: "I believe in
the holy church." If you consult your reason and your eyes,
you will judge differently. For in devout people you will see
many things that offend you. You will see them fall now and
again, see them sin, or be weak in faith, or be troubled by a bad
temper, envy, or other evil emotions. "Therefore the church is
not holy." I deny the conclusion that you draw. If I look at
my own person or at that of my neighbor, the church will
never be holy. But if I look at Christ, who is the Propitiato r
and Cleanser of the church, then it is complete ly holy; for He
bore the sins of the entire world.
Therefore where sins are noticed and felt, there they really are
not present. For, according to the theology of Paul, there is no
more sin, no more death, and no more curse in the world, but
only in Christ, who is the Lamb of God that takes away the
sins of the world, and who became a curse in order to set us
free from the curse. On the other hand, according to
philosoph y and reason, sin, death, etc., are not present
anywhere except in the world, in the flesh, and in sinners. For
the theology of the sophists is unable to consider sin any other
way except metaphysically, that is: "A quality clings to a
substance or a subject. Therefore just as color clings to a wall,
so sin clings to the world, to the flesh, or to the conscience.
Therefore it must be washed away by some opposing
motivation, namely, by love." But the true theology teaches
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that there is no more sin in the world, because Christ, on
whom, according to Isaiah 53:6, the Father has laid the sins of
the entire world, has conquered, destroyed, and killed it in His
own body. Having died to sin once, He has truly been raised
from the dead and will not die any more (Romans 6:9).
Therefore wherever there is faith in Christ, there sin has in fact
been abolished, put to death, and buried. But where there is no
faith in Christ, there sin remains. 10
Since faith means real union with Christ's person, Luther's
concept of faith is immediatel y christologically anchored. Christ
and faith belong "essentially" [wesensmaflig] together. On account
of this it is understand able that Luther connects to the Christology
of the early church, according to which the divine nature of Christ
has the same essence as God the Father. Therefore Luther bases his
critique of Arius directly on the concept of justifying faith. The
train of thought is as follows: God is by His "nature and
substance" (naturaliter et substantialiter) righteousness, blessing, and
life. 11 Christ can in Himself conquer sin, curse, and death only if
He in Himself is righteousness, blessing, and life. In other words,
that He is essentially [wesensmaflig] God. In connection with the
declaration that the believer who is united with Christ has no more
sin, condemnation, and death follows the combinatio n of thoughts
concerning the divinity of Christ with the righteousness of faith in
Luther's writing:
These are the chief pieces of our theology, which are being
darkened by the scholastic theologians. And here you can see
how necessary the article of faith is: (I believe in) the Son of
God, the Christ. As Arius puts the article of faith in question,
he is forced off the article of redemption . For the "conquerin g
of sin in itself" belongs together, that it is called "man";
therefore He must be true God. For, to destroy the Law, death,
and wrath, [it takes divine might]; to give life in itself must be
done by divinity. Thus to destroy and create are the attributes
of divine majesty. Therefore the Scriptures say that He destroys
death and sin in Himself and has given life. Whoever denies
10
11

LW26:285-86; WA 401:444, 30-445, 34.
LW26:282; WA 401:441, 25-27.
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the divinity of Christ loses the whole Christ-being and becomes
a Turk. Therefore I have often said: Please learn the article of
justification well! As long as we teach that we are justified
through Christ we must show that Christ is the true Son of
God. These are our speculations, which by all means are useful
12
and keep an upperhan d against work righteousness.
Since faith means real union with Christ and because in Christ
the Logos is identical with God, it follows that the believer also
participat es really in God's essence. This is meant especially
wheneve r Luther speaks of Christ as "gift." Christ is not only
God's favor (favor), that is, forgiveness, but He is also really the
"gift" (donum).
4. Christ as gift (donum)
Luther's theology is entirely permeate d with the thought that
Christ is at the same time both God's favor (favor) as well as gift
(donum). Favor means the removal of the wrath and absolution. It
concerns the "subject'' of God and His attitude toward men. Christ
11
WA 40 I:441, 1-12 (Hs); comparativ e from LW 26:282-283: This is the chief
doctrine of the Christian faith. The sophists have completely obliterated it, and today
the fanatics are obscuring it once more. Here you see how necessary it is to believe
and confess the doctrine of the divinity of Christ. When Arius denied this, it was
necessary also for him to deny the doctrine of redemption . For to conquer the sin of
the world, death, the curse, and the wrath of God in Himself-th is is the work, not of
any creature but of the divine power. Therefore it was necessary that He who was to
conquer these in Himself should be true God by nature. For in opposition to this
mighty power-sin , death, and the curse-whi ch of itself reigns in the whole world
and in the entire creation, it is necessary to set an even higher power, which cannot
be found and does not exist apart from the divine power. Therefore to abolish sin, to
destroy death, to remove the curse in Himself, to grant righteousne ss, to bring life to
light (2 Timothy 1:10), and to bring the blessing in Himself, that is, to annihilate these
things and to create those- all these are works solely of the divine power. Since
Scripture attributes all these to Christ, therefore He Himself is Life, Righteousn ess,
and Blessing, that is, God by nature and in essence. Hence those who deny the
divinity of Christ lose all Christianity and become Gentiles and Turks through and

12

through.
11
As I often warn, therefore, the doctrine of justification must be learned diligently.
For in it are included all the other doctrines of our faith; and if it is sound, all the
others are sound as well. Therefore when we teach that men are justified through
Christ and that Christ is the Victor over sin, death, and the eternal curse, we are
11
testifying at the same time that He is God by nature.
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as "gift" again means that God gives Himself really to man. In
faith, Christ is with all His attributes - such as righteousness,
blessing, life, power, peace, and so forth - really present. The
thought of Christ as "gift" means, therefore, that the believing
subject partakes in the "divine nature." The Reformer frequently
cites the same passage of 2 Peter (1:4), upon which also rests the
patristic doctrine of Theopoiesis.13
The thought of Christ as gift is developed by Luther especially in
his famous writing against Latomus. Although in the Galatians
commentary (WA 40), the differentiation of "gift" and "favor" is
not thematically executed, the distinction itself and theme of" gift"
is obvious throughout. Likewise the following quote demonstrates
both the view of Christ as gift as well as the Reformer's "realistic"
understanding of the relationship between Christ and faith. The
Christian "is greater than the world," because the gift of Christ
found in his heart "rises above the world."
Therefore a Christian, properly defined, is free of all laws and
is subject to nothing, internally or externally. But I purposely
said, "to the extent that he is a Christian" (not "to the extent
that he is a man or a woman"); that is, to the extent that he has
his conscience trained, adorned, and enriched by this faith, this
great and inestimable treasure, or, as Paul calls it, "this
inexpressible gift" (2 Corinthians 9:15), which cannot be
exalted and praised enough, since it makes men sons and heirs
of God. Thus a Christian is greater than the entire world. For
in his heart he has this seemingly small gift; yet the smallness
of this gift and treasure, which he holds in faith, is greater than
heaven and earth, because Christ, who is this gift, is greater. 14
This text shows how real Luther considers the "gift," that is, the
presence of Christ. Several appropriate passages are found in the
Galatians commentary (1531-1535). In the following, one sermon
of the so-called Kirchenpostille (Church Homilies) is cited, in which
the thoughts of "favor," "gift'' and the "participation in the divine
nature" are especially clearly expressed.

13

0ne may see, for example, LW26:100; WA 40 I:182, 15.
LW26:134; WA 40 I:235, 26-236, 16 (Dr).
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This is truly a striking, beautiful and (as St. Peter says in 2
Peter 1) the dearest and the greatest of all promises, given to
us poor miserable sinners, that we also are to take part in
divine nature and be so highly ennobled, that we are not only
to be loved by God through Christ-to have his favor and
grace as the highest and dearest holiness - but to have the Lord
Himself abide in us. Then it shall be (as he says) that we not
only remain in His love and that He takes from us His wrath
and offers to us a gracious Fatherly heart, but that we should
enjoy the same love (otherwise it would be wasted, "lost love"
as the saying goes, to love and not enjoy, etc.) and have great
benefit and treasure from it, and such love proves itself in
deeds and great gifts. 15
Christ is thus, in addition to "favor" (forgiveness of sins), also
"gift." In other words, the presence of Christ means that the
believer takes part in the "divine nature." As the Christian
participates in the essence of God, he receives anew a part of the
attributes of His essence.
5. Faith and the communicatio idiomatum
The thought that the Christian takes part in the "divine nature"
means that he is "filled with all of God's abundance. " God's
righteousne ss makes the Christian righteous; God's "life lives in
him"; God's love induces man to love, and so on. Luther uses
diverse expressions for this occurrence, such as "the joyful
exchange." The truly appropriate expression is "the
communica tion of attributes" (communicatio idiomatum), which is
seldom used by the Reformer, but explains his fundament al idea
well. The communicatio idiomatum in its relation to the inhabitatio
Christi, clearly takes effect in the following quote:
And we are so filled "with all kinds of God's fullness," that is
so much spoken of in the Hebrew manner: that we are filled in
all manner, that He makes full and we become full of God,
overwhelm ed with all gifts and grace, and filled with His
15

Crucigers Sonunerpostille (1544), WA 21:458, 11-22. See also Tuomo Mannermaa,
"Theosis as a Subject of Finnish Luther Research," translated by Norman M. Watt,
Pro Ecclesia IV (Winter 1995): 46, for a comparative partial translation.
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Spirit, which makes us brave and illuminates us with His light,
and His life lives in us, His blessedness makes us blessed, His
love in us awakens love, in short, that all that He is artd can do
in us becomes total and works powerfully ....16
Faith imparts to man divine attributes, because in faith Christ
Himself as the divine person is present. In faith is also given the
entire" goodness" (bona) of God. It is quite evident, that in Luther's
theology - as was shown earlier - the concept of justifying faith
and of the dwelling of Christ in faith are not to be separated from _
each other. Justification means not only the crediting of Christ's ·
merit to the sinner, to which, as a factor detached from it, the
inhabitatio Dei might possibly follow afterwards. Justification and
communication of attributes form in Luther's theology expressions
and different aspects of one and the same thing. This is especially
evident based on the doctrine of the communicatio idiomatum. The
Christ present in justifying faith communicates in the "joyful
exchange" the redeeming attributes of God to the believer. God is
righteousness - in faith man is granted righteousness; God is
joy- in faith one takes part in joy; God is life - in faith one has a
part in life; God is strength - in faith one takes part in strength, etc.
The concept of the real participation of the faithful in the" divine
nature" in Christ and the connected doctrine of the communicatio
idiomatum reveals how vitally and inseparably the Reformer's
theology of faith is based on the real-ontic (real-on.tischen)
Christology of the early church. The early church soteriology,
together with its theopoiesis-thinking, indeed, comes to fruition in
the theology of the Reformer on the basis of the doctrine of
justification. So the particular imprint of Luther's theology of faith
becomes evident based on the examination of it, as he criticizes the
scholastic soteriology. The scholastic view was summarized in the
formula "ft.des charitate formata ." On this point the Reformer
places - as one perhaps can express it plainly - his own program,

''ft.des Christo formata."
B.Fides charitate formata - ft.des Christo formata

1
6sermon of 1525, WA 171:438, 14-28. One may also see Watt, 47, for a comparative
translation.
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1. The progra m of fides charitate formata criticized by Luther
a. Intelle ct-lov e
In Luther 's view partici pation in divine life in Christ takes
place, as shown , in faith. For an analysis of the Reform er's
view of faith, an investi gation of how he criticized the
17
scholastic lines of though t familiar to him is helpful.
Accor ding to the view especially criticized by Luther , faith is
someth ing belong ing to the realm of the intellect, althou gh
[having only] logically uncert ain proof of such objects, which
stand outsid e the range of rational knowl edge. Also in this
view the intellect obtains its knowl edge throug h assimi lation
of the so-called intelligible eleme nt (species intelligibilis)
inhere nt in the object of knowledge. This eleme nt becomes its
own actuali zation [Seinswirklichkeit] of the subject. Therefore,
the presup positio n of the origin of knowl edge is that the
subjec t and the object become one (idem est intellectus et

intellectum).
This doctrin e of knowl edge has considerable influence on
the view of faith. On the road of knowl edge, God is
unreac hable, otherw ise man and God would become one.
Therefore, faith, which -as stated - belongs to the realm of the
intellect, cannot be the essential organ of the God-re lation
[Gottes-Verhiiltnisses]. Intellect joins to the form of the
recognizable (species intelligibilis), and this is, with respect to the
recogn ition of God, simply impossible.
The relation of God can nevertheless emerg e with the help of
the basic human tendency (tendentia), of the will, of the e-motio
[sic], that is, love. Love, accord ing to the comm on scholastic
view is the desirin g of an object. Love is, in a sense, "blind "
movem ent toward s its object. Love reaches the object, and
consequently love touches the object, withou t assimi lating the
object to itself. Love is in its innerm ost being movem ent
toward the transcendence, toward the infinite being, that is,
toward God. In as much as this movem ent is pardon ed (gratia
tation of
The followi ng represe ntation rests primari ly on Luther' s interpre
y.
theolog
tic
scholas
on
critique
e
extensiv
an
s
Galatia ns 2:16, which contain
17
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infasa), and love, by the movement, receives the strengt h [Kraft]

of grace, "love reaches" and "rises to" the Triune God.

The vital point in this way of thinkin g is that man is brough t
pronou ncedly to unification with God throug h love lifted up
throug h grace. Faith itself is an inadeq uate organ for the
relation ship with God [Gottesverhiiltnis]. Faith mediat es
imperfe ct knowle dge of this, upon which love rests, but faith
is "dead" and "lifeless" withou t the love lifted up and inspire d
by grace.
b. Faith as matter and love as form
In the scholastic view criticized by Luther the ·relatio nship
betwee n faith and love was defined with metaph ysical
concepts, so that faith is the materia l cause (materia, der Stoff),
and love, on the other hand, is the formal cause (forma, die
Gestalt). The love inspire d by grace is the forma, that is, the
divine actualization [Seinswirklichkeit], which gives faith form,
which thus informs faith. Since love bestows reality upon faith,
faith transfo rms itself from dead knowle dge to living, active,
and- as one also said-" colored" recognition. The totality
(Inbegrw.J of this view of justification crystallizes in a single
slogan: faith inform ed by love (ft.des charitate formata), that is,
faith brough t to divine reality throug h love. Throug h the
infused love, man's love changes from false love of the world
to love of God. With it, he can find the right order [ordnung] of
love, can be freed of the false love of the world and do
approp riate works out of love of God, by means of which he
can be saved and reach God.
c. Love as "substa nce" and grace as "accide nt"
Luther criticizes the described view of faith vehemently. The
pinnacl e of his critique is that in the progra m of the .ft.des
charitate formata the relationship betwee n faith and love is
improp erly defined. It is of special significance for the
Luthera n-Ortho dox dialogu e that the Reformer does not
criticize the scholastic view primari ly only because the grace
therein is unders tood as an actualiz ation [Seinswirklichkeit]
(forma) received into the being of man. Also accordi ng to
Luther the righteo usness present in faith, that is, Christ, is in
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man. Luther also describes the righteousness of faith as formal
righteous ness iformalis iustitia), that is, as real, based on the
18
actualization [Seinswirklichkeit] of received righteousness. The
point of the Reformer's critique lies in that, according to the
scholastic doctrine, abstract love is the essential reality of
salvation . Thus the love quickened and deified by grace
remains in this context, namely, man's love.
The critique of the Reformer means that he does not approve
of the view that is connected with the scholastic solution,
namely that grace should be a dispositio n [Habitus] combined
with the substance of man, that is, an accident, or a qualitativ e
19
entity (qualitas inhaerens).
Since grace is only "accident," which gives of the substance ,
that is, of the new quality of the self-existing love of man, what
really remains and gives a foundatio n in the relationsh ip with
God [Gottesverhiiltnis] is man's own love. Grace is-as saida quality, which stands in the inherent relation to this
substance , that is, to the self-existing love of man itself. The
pinnacle of Luther's theology of faith is directed against this
view. Grace is, one could say, no "accident." Rather grace has
a pronounc ed "substanc e" character. In other words, grace is
God Himself in Christ. This reality has being in itself and not
in any other. The Christ really present in faith is completely the
real actualization [Seinswirklichkeit] of His own righteous ness,
This righteous ness however retains its
that is, love.
"substanc e" character. In other words, the formalis iustitia is
Christ Himself,2° who also, as the one present in man, remains
that which He essentially is, namely God's own righteous ness
and love, of which man cannot boast.
The character of grace as "in itself" comes to effect in
Luther's often repeated thoughts that faith is a "living,"
"powerful," and "busy" thing, which does not rest in the soul
as "the color on an object." The thought standing behind these

0ne may see, for example, WA 40 I:229, 2; LW26:130.
LW26:129; WA 40 I:228, 12-13.
20
LW26:130; WA 40 I:229, 918-21.
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typical pictures can be expresse d by saying that grace in
essence is not "accidental" but "substan tial" reality.
d. Love as law
Still a further aspect is joined to Luther's already describe d
criticism of the scholastic doctrine of grace, as its essential
dimension. Proceeding from this assumpt ion- that in this life
the fundame ntal organ for salvatio n is the love lifted up
directly from grace-m ust the whole relation ship with God
inevitably be considered within the bounds comman ded by the
law [according to the Reformer]. 21 Love as man's own reality
remains a human endeavo r and moveme nt towards God. That
is why love belongs in the realm of the law.
Love as the way of salvatio n is impossib le because, in the
consideration of man before God (coram deo) Christ is the only
righteousness. The place of the law lies in the old sinful man.
2. "Fides Christo Jonna ta"

a. Christ as the form of faith (Christus Jonna fidei)
Luther's critique of scholastic soteriology can be summar ized
as follows: The righteou sness in man is always "alien
righteousness," although this alien reality is a reality (fonnalis
iustitia) controlled substantially [real] by the being of man and
united with it. "Alien" is not the uplifted love of man, but
rather Christ Himself and His true presence.
This criticism on the program of fides charitate Jonnata forms
at the same time the core of Luther's Reformation criticism and
states that not the love, but Christ Himself, is the form of faith.
Luther, then, also uses the motto: Christus Jonna fidei .22 The
difference between the Luthera n and the scholastic view lies,
according to Luther's perspective, exactly in that the scholastics
teach fides charitate Jonnata, while the doctrine of the Reformer,

21
22

[LW26:12 7-128]; WA 401:226, 14-19.
[LW26:129-130]; WA 401:229, 9.
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on the contra ry, advanc es the formu la fides Christo Jonnata.
Faith has the divine reality of being, that is, Jonna. This divine
actualization [Seinswirklichkeit] is the Christ presen t in faith. He
is the only way of salvation.

·

b. "Faith justifies thusly, that it grasps and possesses this
treasure, namel y the presen t Christ."
Luther 's conception of faith is not correctly unders tood if one
thinks Christ is merely the object of faith, just as any kind of
object is the object of human knowl edge. The object of faith is
His presen t person and with that is essentially also "subject."
Luther says that Christ is the object of faith, and, indeed , not
only the object, but "in faith itself Christ is presen t'' (in ipsa fide
Christus adest). Faith is a knowl edge "whic h sees nothin g."
Theref ore faith resembles, accord ing to the descrip tion of the
Reformer, the righteous [waltenden] cloud in the Holy of Holies
of the Old Testament temple, in which God wante d to live (one
may see 1 Kings 8:12, [KJV], "Then spake Solomon: The Lord
said He would dwell in the darkness"). Especially in the
darkne ss built by faith Christ sits upon His throne in His
complete reality and rules equally with God in the dusk and in
the cloud of the Holy of Holies. The following is a guidin g
quotat ion of Luther 's theology of faith in which the Reformer
crystallizes his though t of" Christus Jonna fidei":
But where they speak of love, we speak of faith. And
while they say that faith is the mere outline [µovoypaµµa]
but love is its living colors and compl etion, we say in
opposition that faith takes hold of Christ and that He is the
form that adorns and inform s faith as color does the wall.
Therefore Christian faith is not an idle quality or an empty
husk in the heart, which may exist in a state of mortal sin
until love comes along to make it alive. But if it is true
a Christi' and
ZlJ'hi.s express ion is used, for example , by Heiko A. Oberma n, "'lustiti
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faith, it is a sure trust and firm acceptance in the heart. It
takes hold of Christ in such a way that Christ is the object
of faith, or rather not the object but, so to speak, the One
who is presen t in the faith itself. Thus faith is a sort of
knowl edge or darkne ss that nothin g can see. Yet the
Christ of whom faith takes hold is sitting in this darkne ss
as God sat in the midst of darkne ss on Sinai and in the
temple. Therefore our "formal righteousness" is not a love
that informs faith; but it is faith itself, a cloud in our hearts,
that is, trust in a thing we do not see, in Christ, who is
presen t especially when He cannot be seen.
Theref ore faith justifies because it takes hold of and
possesses this treasur e, the presen t Christ. But how He is
presen t-this is beyon d our thought; for there is darkne ss,
as I have said. Where the confidence of the heart is
presen t, therefore, there Christ is presen t, in that very
cloud and faith. This is the formal righteo usness on
account of which a man is justified; it is not on accoun t of
love, as the sophis ts say. In short, just as the sophis ts say
that love forms and trains faith, so we say that it is Christ
who forms and trains faith or who is the form of faith.
Therefore the Christ who is grasped by faith and who lives
in the heart is the true Christian righteousness, on accoun t
of which God counts us righteo us and grants us eterna l
life. Here there is no work of the Law, no love; but there is
an entirel y differe nt kind of righteousness, a new world
above and beyon d the Law. For Christ or faith is neithe r
the Law nor the work of the Law. 24
This quotat ion shows what the Reformer means with his
famous statem ent "Chris t is the essential secret of faith." It is
furthe rmore clear, that faith - in which faith Christ himsel f is
presen t- can by no means be a "specu lation" that exists
"inactive or static" in the soul. A lifeless, dead and empty faith
is an "absol ute" faith, that is, a faith detach ed from Christ. 25
24

LW26:129-130; WA 40 I:228, 27-229, 32.
For compre hension of absolut e faith see Regin Prenter , "Luthe r's
Doctrin e of
Salvation," edited by Vilmos Vajta, Luther's Research Today (Berlin,
1958), 66.
25
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This faith is nevertheless not made alive by the habitus of love
[Liebeshabitus] inspired by grace but through the present Christ.
He brings the attributes of God's essence along, such as love,
righteousness, strength, life, freedom - in short, God Himself,
"life and salvation" [Seligkeit], as it is called in the Large
Catechism.
The thought of the Christ present in faith allows the wellknown and often-cited theological sentence contained in the
preface to Romans to be completely understandable:
Faith, however, is a divine work in us which changes us
and makes us to be born anew of God, John 1[:12-13]. It
kills the old Adam and makes us altogether different men
in the heart and spirit and mind and powers; and it brings
with it the Holy Spirit. 0 it is a living, busy, active, mighty
thing, this faith. It is impossible for it not to be doing good
works incessantly. 26
The thought already described, that in faith Christ is truly
present, reveals not only the inner structure of Luther's
theology of faith, but also from this the skilled criticism by the
Reformer of false deification thought [vergottlichungsdenken]
becomes understandable.
3. "Christus praesentissimus in nobis." Criticism of the false
deification concept [vergottlichungsvorstellung].
According to the incorrect deification concept, Christ is not really
present in faith "below," but rather He is "above" in heaven.
According to this view, the relationship with God is thought to be
resting on the love (eros) in which man moves to transcendence,
that is, straight to heaven where Christ is. A relationship to Christ
[Christusbeziehung] resting on such a love is, according to Luther,
always partial, a constant, unceasing movement toward
The
transendence which always remains "Parthekenwerk."
Reformer emphasizes instead that God in the abundance of His
whole being "came down" and became man. He who believes is
now already really "in heaven," where in Christ God's whole

26
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abundance stands complete and where Christ is truly present.
Luther says:
This is the true faith of Christ and in Christ, through which we
become members of His body, of His flesh and of His bones
(Ephesians 5:30). Therefore in Him we live and move and have
our being (Acts 17:28). Hence the speculation of the sectarians
is vain when they imagine that Christ is present in us
"spiritually ," that is, speculatively, but is present really in
heaven. Christ and faith must be completely joined. We must
simply take our place in heaven; and Christ must be, live, and
work in us. But He lives and works in us, not speculatively but
really, with presence and with power. 27
Although Luther's criticism is directed here, above all, against
the so-called spiritualists of the Reformation era, it also affects the
scholastic theology. The core in this criticized view lies in the
already often-ment ioned fact that faith is thought of as a certain)
accident, that is, as a quality found in the heart, which is detached
from Christ. Christ is consequent ly in heaven, to where one then
strives in love quickened by the spirit. Concerning this thought of
fides charitate formata, which according to Luther is common to the
enthusiasts [Spiritualisten] and scholastics, Luther says typically:
The fanatical spirits today speak about faith in Christ in the
manner of the sophists. They imagine that faith is a quality
that clings to the heart apart from Christ. This is a dangerous
error. Christ should be set forth in such a way that apart from
Him you see nothing at all and that you believe that nothing is
nearer and closer to you than He. For He is not sitting idle in
heaven but is completely present with us, active and living in
us as chapter two says (2:20): "It is no longer I who live, but
Christ who lives in me," and here: "You have put on Christ." 28
Faith according to Luther is the right way to share in God,
because faith possesses the whole fullness of God's being
[Wesensfalle Gottes] in Christ. The participatio n in "divine life"
happens decidedly in justifying faith. Therefore a clarification of
27

28
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Luther's concept of faith presupposes the consideration of his view
of the law. Also the Reform~r' s understanding of the essence and
the function of the law leads to the thought of participation in
"divine life."
C. Law and the participation in the "divine life"

1. The law belongs "to the world"
a. The impossibility of the law as way of salvation
To Luther's aforementioned christological view of faith
belongs his view of the law, as an essential dimension and, to
some extent, as an antagonistic counter point.
A first aspect of Luther's view of the law forms the
unconditional exclusion of the law as a way of salvation. That
means that no intentional works of love may be demanded of
man so that he, because of those works, could possibly gain
righteousness before God. If works of love are established as
the basis of redemption, then that is the primary source
[urquell] of the corruption of faith. God Himself wants to give
as love, namely, out of His pure and sheer goodness, His
merciful righteousness - that is, Himself- and to ba to man
"life and salvation" - also love. The law does not produce such
"strong and powerful life" and does not change the human
into a new creature. Faith uniquely and solely-thus,
exclusively Christ- gives birth to the new man. The human
who wants to attain righteousness only on account of works,
plagues himself day and night, but "foolishly," because "the
law brings neither advice nor refuge." The striving for
redemption and peace of mind on account of works that are
demanded from the law, that is, love, is a "Sisyphean task" and
"Danaidenwerk." One "milks the billy goat" and "holds a
sieve under" Luther says:
Anyone who wanted to grow rhetorical here could
develop these words further actively, passively, and
neutrally. Actively: the Law is a weak and beggarly
element because it makes men weaker and more beggarly.
Passively: because it does not have of itself the power and
ability to grant or confer righteousness. And neutrally: of
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itself it is weakness and poverty, which afflict and trouble
the weak and the poor more and more all the time. Trying
to be justified through the Law, therefore, is as though
someone who is already weak and sick were to ask for
some even greater trouble that would kill him completely
but meanwhile were to say that he intends to cure his
disease by this very means; or as though someone
suffering from epilepsy were to catch the plague in
addition; or as though a leper were to come to another
leper, or a beggar to another beggar, with the aim of giving
him assistance and making him rich. As the proverb says,
one of these is milking a billy goat and the other is holding
the sieve! 29
b. The burdensome and weakening work of the law upon man
Luther uses varied but strong expressions where he describes
the Sisyphean character of the "righteousness of the law."
... namely, that trying to be justified by the Law is like
counting money out of an empty purse, eating and
drinking from an empty dish and cup, looking for strength
and riches where there is nothing but weakness and
poverty, laying a burden upon someone who is already
oppressed to the point of collapse, trying to spend a
hundred gold pieces and not having even a pittance,
taking clothing away from a naked man, imposing even
greater weakness and poverty upon someone who is sick
and needy, etc.30
Where Luther criticizes the law as way of salvation, his
statement resounds in overtones that echo the criticism of
human weakness in modern, "independent" man-although
from completely different origins. The righteousness of the
law makes man weak, powerless, and "womanish" [weibisch].
Luther's aim with his criticism points not to the "superman,"
but to man strengthened by the power of God's grace.

29
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Therefore everyone who falls away from the promise to the
Law, from faith to works, is doing nothin g but impos ing
an unbearable yoke upon himself in his weak and beggarly
condition (Acts 15:10). By doing this he becomes ten times
as weak and beggarly, until he finally despairs, unless
Christ comes and sets him free.
The same thing is shown by the Gospel story (Mark 5:2526) about the woma n who had suffered from a flow of
blood for twelve years and had suffered much under many
physicians, on whom she had spent all that she had; but
she could not be cured by them but grew worse with
longer care. Therefore those who perform the works of the
Law with the intention of being justified throug h them not
only do not become righteous but become twice as
unrigh teous; that is, as I have said, throug h the Law they
become weaker, more beggarly, and incapable of any good
work. I have experienced this both in myself and in many
others. Under the papacy I saw many of the monks who
perfor med many great works with burnin g zeal in order to
acquir e righteousness and salvation; and yet there was
nobod y in the world more impati ent, weaker, and more
miserable than they, and nothin g more unbelieving,
fearful, and desper ate than they. Political officials, who
were involv ed in the most impor tant and difficult issues,
were not as impati ent and as woma nishly weak, or as
supers titious , unbelieving, and fearful as such self31
righteo us men.
The Reformer maintains that those, who in the realm of legal
regula tion [gesetzlichen Ordnung], "want to be righteo us and
have life"
... fall furthe r short of righteousness and life than do tax
collectors, sinners, and harlots. These latter canno t rest on
confidence in their own works, which are such that they
cannot trust that they will obtain grace and the forgiveness
of sins on their account. For if the righteo usness and the
works done according to the Law do not justify, much less
31
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do sins committed against the Law justify. Therefore such
people are more fortunate than the self-righteous in this
respect; for they lack trust in their own works, which, even
if it does not completely destroy faith in Christ,
neverthel ess hinders it very greatly. On the other hand,
the self-righteous, who refrain from sins outwardl y and
seem to live blameless and religious lives, cannot avoid a
presumpt ion of confidence and righteousness, which
cannot coexist with faith in Christ. Therefore they are less
fortunate than tax collectors and harlots, who do not offer
their good works to a wrathful God in exchange for eternal
life, as the self-righteous do, since they have none to offer,
but beg that their sins be forgiven them for the sake of
Christ.32
2. In faith "all that is worldly and all laws end and the divine
begins"
a. Law, conscience, and Christ
As shown, it is characteristic for Luther's view of the law that
the law belongs only "in the world." Thus it has validity for
the "old" man, that is, for "the flesh." In contrast, the law may
not rule "in heaven,"that is, in the conscience of man. The law
may not be enthroned in the conscience, rather Christ, who is
the righteousness given from God. He is the "law of the law,"
that is, freedom; and the "death of death," that is, eternal life
and salvation. The Reformer says the conscience is like a bride
chamber where the bride, that is, the believer, and the
bridegroo m, that is, Christ, are alone together, and the
servants, that is, works, are not allowed to be present. The
servants belong in the kitchen and in other places in the house,
where the joyful bride serves her neighbors and keeps busy.
The moment "the devil places works in the conscience," (in
other words, makes a person believe works are a prerequis ite
for salvation), joy ceases to exist, life passes, and the man
becomes weak and powerless. For this reason Luther
emphasiz es that beyond the conscience, that is, in relation to
one's own flesh (namely, "the old man"), the law "must be
32
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converte d into God." Here on this point it can not be spoken
"honora bly enough." In the conscience, however, hence before
God, the law is a "death-b ringing devil." The Reformer
maintain s, that the law and Christ are mutuall y exclusive in
the conscience:
Therefo re let the godly person learn that the Law and
Christ are mutually contradi ctory and altogeth er
incompatible. When Christ is present, the Law must not
rule in any way but must retreat from the conscience and
yield the bed to Christ alone, since this is too narrow to
hold them both (Isaiah 28:20). Let Hirn rule alone in
righteou sness, safety, happine ss, and life, so that the
conscience may happily fall asleep in Christ, without any
33
awarene ss of Law, sin, or death.
b. The spiritua l office of the law and the particip ation of the
believer in Christ
Althoug h the law principally belongs "in the world" and not
"in heaven," it has, nevertheless, an essential function in the
life of faith [Glaubensleben] . Notwith standing this, that the law
in the conscience, that is, in the determi nation of the
relations hip with God, is "fatal," it is "inheren tly good," (one
may see Romans 7:12-13). In taking notice of its office of death
[Todesamtes], it is the most importa nt spiritual function of the
law to expose "the true face" of the man behind the mask and
to show his ugly wickedness. Precisely in the exposing of sin,
the law kills the old Adam. In this way Luther interpre ts the
thought of Paul: "But sin, that it might appear sin, working
death in me by that which is good ... " (Romans 7:13, KJV).
Luther speaks concerning the exposing and therefore killing
function of the law:
(The Law) produce s in a man the knowled ge of
himself . . . . Therefore the Law is a minister and a
preparat ion for grace. For God is the God of the humble,
the miserable, the afflicted, the oppresse d, the desperat e,
and of those who have been brought down to nothing at
33
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all. And it is the nature of God to exalt the humble, to feed
the hungry, to enlighten the blind, to comfort the miserable
and afflicted, to justify sinners, to give life to the dead, and
to save those who are desperate and damned. For He is
the almighty Creator, who makes everything out of
nothing.34
Christ is thus the death of death, which the law points out.
One may compare this with the thought of Paul: "Therefore,
my brethren, you were made to die to the law through the
body of Christ, that you might be joined to another, to Him
who was raised from the dead, that we might bear fruit to
God" (Romans 7:4, NASB). From the same starting point
Luther interprets also the following word of Paul: "For Christ
is the end of the law for righteousness to everyone who
believes" (Romans 10:4, NASB). Because the law means
"death" and "ruin," it is obvious that this "darkness" and
"cloud" in which, according to the Reformer, Christ is really
present, is also such "darkness" and "ruin" as it emerges
through the self-recognition on account of the law. The selfrecognition revealed through the law "kills," that is, brings
man to a state that the Reformer describes with the concepts
"meek," "pitiful," "downcast," "afflicted," "despairing,"
"ruined," "dead," and "blind." "The darkness" of faith is
certainly not unique and alone-a "darkness" drawn
immediately from the law. In addition there is and belongs
also, for example, a "twilight" that is at work in faith in God's
dominion and visitations. It is certainly obvious that also
the"nothing" effected by the law and the "darkness" of selfrecognition are an essential dimension of that "darkness" and
"cloud" in which Christ is truly present.
Altogether, that which has been said above about Luther's
view of the law confirms the result which has been achieved in
the interpretation of the real character of Luther's conception
of faith. The law brings about only "something worldly"; on
the other hand, faith in no way deals with those "worldly
things," but in it "the worldly ceases" and "the heavenly
34
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begins." Faith is participatio n in the divine life itself. Luther
says:
Therefore the Law of Moses produces nothing that goes
beyond the things of the world; that is, it merely shows
both politically and theologically the evils that there are in
the world. With its terrors it merely drives the conscience
to thirst and yearn for the promise of God and to look at
Christ. But for this the Holy Spirit is necessary, to say to
the heart: "After the Law has performed its function in
you, it is not the will of God that you merely be terrified
and killed, but that you recognize your misery and your
lost condition through the Law and then do not despair
but believe in Christ, who is 'the end of the Law, that
everyone who has faith may be justified' (Romans 10:4)."
Clearly there is nothing of the world being granted here;
but everything of the world comes to an end here, and so
35
do all the laws, while that which is divine begins.

It is then, in the last analysis, the "theological" function of the
law to make the human partake of the person of Christ and the
divine life found in Him. Herein the Reformer's view of the
law unveils also the early church's realistic character of his
Christology. In the commentar y on the letter to the Galatians
are places in which this especially manifests itself:
Thus with the sweetest names Christ is called my Law, my
sin, and my death, in opposition to the Law, sin, and
death, even though in fact He is nothing but sheer liberty,
righteousness, life, and eternal salvation. Therefore He
became Law to the Law, sin to sin, and death to death, in
order that He might redeem me from the curse of the Law,
justify me, and make me alive. And so Christ is both:
While He is the Law, He is liberty; while He is sin, He is
righteousness; and while He is death, He is life. For by the
very fact that He permitted the Law to accuse Him, sin to
damn Him, and death to devour Him He abrogated the
Law, damned sin, destroyed death, and justified and saved
me. Thus Christ is a poison against the Law, sin, and
35
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death, and simultaneously a remedy to regain liberty,
righteousness, and eternal life.36
According to Luther, ' justification, viewed from Christ's
work, is "outside" of man, (although justification happens
within him) and is accounted to him. Luther, however,
discusses justification essentially from the person of man. From
this aspect is the person of Christ likewise real ontological
righteousness, as He is freedom and eternal life. In the
participation in Christ the believer has a real ontological
portion in the "death of death" (that is, in life), in the "sin of
sin" (that is, in righteousness), and in the "law of the law" (that
is, in freedom). This Christ-realism [Christus-Realismus],
according to the theme of our examination, underlies Luther's
interesting thoughts that the union of the believer and Christ
is 1!0 complete that they form "one person."
D. Christ and the believer as one person (quaedam una persona)
The preceding has established that J-, Jth Luther's thought of Christ as

Jonna fidei and his view of the law !earl directly to the central theme of
his theology of faith, according to which faith means the presence of
Christ and thus participation in the "divine life." His interpretation of
the sentence in the letter to the Galatians: "I live; yet not I, but Christ
lives in me" (Galatians 2:20) shows further how thoroughly the
Reformer understands the union between Christ and the believer. The
"old I" of the Christian dies and the person of Christ steps in its place.
Christ "is in us" and "remains in us." The life with which the believer
lives is really ontologically "Christ Himself." At the same time it turns
out to be that Luther deems it necessary to express the relationship
between Christ and the believer in the Jonna concept. If this
relationship were described only in a "spiritual manner" - as the
Reformer states- man could not understand how close this union is in
reality. The place which in a fundamental way illuminates Luther's
theology of faith, reads as follows:
["Yet not I."] That is, "I do not live in my own person now, but
Christ lives in me." The person does indeed live, but not in itself
or for its own person. But who is this "I" of whom he ,says: "Yet
36
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not I"? It is the one that has the Law and is obliged to do works,
the one that is a person separate from Christ. This "I" Paul rejects;
for "I," as a person distinct from Christ, belongs to death and hell.
This is why he says: "Not I, but Christ lives in me." Christ is my
"form, " which adorns my faith as color or light adorns a wall.
(This fact has to be expou nded in this crude way, for there is no
spiritual way for us to grasp the idea that Christ clings and dwells
in us as closely and intimately as light or whiteness clings to a
wall.) "Christ," he says, "is fixed and cemen ted to me and abides
in me. The life that I now live, He lives in me. Indeed , Christ
Himself is the life that I now live. In this way, therefore, Christ and
I are one." 37
The though t of the unio personalis reveals anew that Luther
y
unders tands the ontological quality of the presence of Christ as entirel
ce
real. Christ is freedom, righteousness, and life. Throu gh His presen
II
He banishes or absorbs," as it were, the sin, condemnation, and death
found in the believer. The Reformer says:
Living in me as He does, Christ abolishes the Law, damns sin, and
kills death; for at His presence all these canno t help disapp earing .
Christ is eternal Peace, Comfort, Righteousness, and Life, to which
the terror of the Law, sadness of mind, sin, hell, and death have to
yield. Abidin g and living in me, Christ remov es and absorbs all
the evils that tormen t and afflict me. This attach ment to Him
causes me to be liberated from the terror of the Law and of sin,
pulled out of my own skin, and transferred into Christ and into His
kingdo m, which is a kingdo m of grace, righteousness, peace, joy,
life, salvation, and eternal glory. Since I am in Him, no evil can
harm me. 38
Many of the central themes of the Reformer already mentioned, such
as faith as participation in the person of Christ, the partici pation in the
divine nature ," faith as victor over power s of destruction, the
communicatio idiomatum and so forth, are expressed in connection with
the picture of the unio personalis as, for example, the following quotation
shows:
11
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Mean whil e my old man (Ephesians 4:22) rema ins
outsi de and is
subje ct to the Law. But so far as justification is conc
erned , Chris t
and I must be so closely attached that He lives in me
and I in Him.
Wha t a marv elous way of speaking! Because He
lives in me,
what ever grace, righteousness, life, peace, and salva
tion there is in
me is all Christ's; nevertheless, it is mine as well, by
the ceme nting
and attac hmen t that are throu gh faith, by whic h we
become as one
body in the Spirit. Since Chris t lives in me, grace,
right eous ness,
life, and eternal salvation must be prese nt with Him;
and the Law,
sin, and death must be absent. Indeed, the Law must
be crucified,
devo ured , and aboli shed by the Law - and sin by
sin, death by
death , the devil by the devil. In this way Paul seeks
to with draw
us completely from ourselves, from the Law, and from
work s, and
to trans plant us into Chris t and faith in Christ, so that
in the area of
justification we look only at grace, and separ ate it far
from the Law
and from works, whic h belon g far away. 39
From the pictorial expressions, whic h illust rate the
unio n betw een
Chris t and the believer, the unio personalis is perha ps
the most intensive.
Altho ugh here it refers to a concept that comes close
to myst icism , it is
an essen tial elem ent of Luth er's doctrine of justificatio
n. The thou ght
of the perso nal unio n is no mere accidental or
incid ental critical
deve lopm ent. The Reformer unde rscor es the unio
thou ght often,
espec ially when he polemicises again st the schol
astic doctr ine of
justification. The thou ght of the perso nal unio n
conta ins therefore
some thing impo rtant from the substance of the Refo
rmation view itself.
Luth er says also:
But faith must be taugh t correctly, name ly, that by
it you are so
ceme nted to Chris t that He and you are as one
perso n, whic h
cann ot be separ ated but rema ins attac hed to Him
forever and
declares: "I am as Christ." And Christ, in tum, says:
"I am as that
sinne r who is attac hed to Me, and I to him. For by
faith we are
joined together into one flesh and one bone." Thus
Ephe sians 5:30
says: "We are mem bers of the body of Christ, of His
flesh and of
His bone s," in such a way that this faith coup les
Chri st and me
more intim ately than a husb and is coup led to his wife.
Therefore
this faith is no idle quality; but it is a thing of such
magn itude that
39
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it obscures and completely removes those foolish dreams of the
sophists' doctrine-the fiction of a "formed faith" and of love, of
merits, our worthiness, our quality, etc. 40
There is thus no doubt that the thought of the real participation in
Christ belongs to the essence of Luther's view of justification. The
distinction between justification and the dwelling of God in the believer
representative of later Lutheranism, is, at least conceptually, foreign to
the Reformer. In the large commentary on Galatians there is a place
where Luther explicitly seems to throw out the view of later
Lutheranism, although the bulk of his polemics is directed against the
program of fl.des charitate formata. The Reformer maintains that- if in the
doctrine of justification the persons of Christ and of the believer are
separated from one another-simultane ously salvation is still
conceived as being in the realm of the law, which means, once again,
"to be dead in the sight of God":
It is unprecedented and insolent to say: "I live, I do not live; I am
dead, I am not dead; I am a sinner, I am not a sinner; I have the
Law, I do not have the Law." But this phraseology is true in Christ
and through Christ. When it comes to justification, therefore, if
you divide Christ's Person from your own, you are in the Law; you
remain in it and live in yourself, which means that you are dead in
41
the sight of God and damned by the Law ...
The persons of Christ and of the believer become one in faith, and, at
the danger of forfeiting salvation, may not be separated.
Luther does not shy away from the conclusion that man in faith
becomes "God." This thought, which has fallen into oblivion in
Protestantism, is - rightly interpreted- an organic component of
Luther's theology of faith.
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E."Through faith man becomes God"
1. The Christian as "divine person"
Luther knows not only ip substance the thought of the
participation of divine life. He, as already established in the
introduction, also refers terminologically to the doctrine of
deification. Thereby he uses mostly the same passage (2 Peter 1:4),
upon which the patristic deification concept rests also. In the
Galatians commentary, the Reformer indeed does not refer often to
the theopoiesis doctrine, but the work is not completely without
points of contact with this doctrine. For instance, when Luther
illustrates the relation between faith and love, he says, "through
faith man becomes God, 2 Peter 1."42 Further, according to him the
union between Christ and the believer has the result that the
believer is a "completely divine person." Also the Christian
himself is victor over the powers of destruction because of the
Christ really present in him.
The one who has faith is a completely divine man, a son of
God, the inheritor of the universe. He is the victor over the
world, sin, death, and the devil. Hence he cannot be praised
enough.... Therefore the Abraham who has faith fills heaven
and earth; thus every Christian fills heaven and earth by his
faith. , .43
Faith owns Christ as "a precious stone in a signet ring."
Therefore the believer, who possesses this "small gift" in his
conscience, is "greater than heaven and earth, law, devil, and
death." In the sight of men Christ's gift is small, but its
"insignificance is greater than the whole world." 44
From the fact that Christ as "gift" is present in the believer
follows the unique position of the Christian in creation. Christians
become "lords over all things," including sin and death. Luther's
view of the participation of the Christian in the spiritual priesthood
and of the kingship of all believers is also based on the thought of
the presence of Christ. Thus the classic place in Luther's
42
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Reformation program document [Programmschrift], "The Freedom
of a Christian," unfolds exactly the Christus-praesens concept:
Just as Christ is the first born, with honor and dignity, so He
shares with all His Christians, that they through faith shall all
also be kings and priests in Christ. As St. Peter says 1 Peter 2,
you are a priestly kingdom and a royal priesthood, and this
means that a Christian through faith becomes so exalted over
all things, that he is a lord spiritually above all, so that nothing
can do him any harm for his salvation. Yes, everything must
be under him and serve him in obtaining salvation. As St. Paul
teaches Romans 8, all things must help for the best for the elect,
be it life, death, sin, godliness, good and evil, however one
would say. Likewise, 1 Corinthians 3, all things are yours be
45
it life or death, the present or the future, etc ... "
Because of the Christ present in faith, the Christian according to
Luther is also a "wonderful creator": " ... a Christian becomes a
skillful artisan and a wonderful creator, who can make joy out of
sadness, comfort out of terror, righteousness out of sin, and life out
of death, .. ." 46
In its Lutheran form the deification concept manifests itself when
Luther explains that the believer acquires the form of Christ
From "Von der Freiheit eines Christenmens chen," Sta Z, 281, 1-12 WA 7:27, 17-28.
"The Freedom of a Christian" (LW31:354) reads: "Now just as Christ by his birthright
obtained these two prerogatives, so he imparts them to and shares them with
everyone who believes in him according to the law of the above-mentio ned marriage,
according to which the wife owns whatever belongs to the husband. Hence all of us
who believe in Christ are priests and kings in Christ, as 1 Peter 2 [:9] says: 'You are a
chosen race, God's own people, a royal priesthood, a priestly kingdom, that you may
declare the wonderful deeds of him who called you out of darkness into his
45

marvelous light.'
"The nature of this priesthood and kingship is something like this: First, with
respect to the kingship, every Christian is by faith so exalted above all things that, by
virtue of a ~piritual power, he is lord of all things without exception, so that nothing
can do him any harm. As a matter of fact, all things are made subject to him and are
compelled to serve him in obtaining salvation. Accordingly Paul says in
Romans 8 [;28], 'All things work together for good for the elect,' and in
1 Corinthians 3 [:21-23], 'All things are yours whether.. . life or death or the present
or the future, all are yours; and you are Christ's . . ."'
46
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through faith. In faith, the Christian becomes the image (imago) of
God immediat ely [aleich]. The Christian has the form (Jonna) of
Christ and the likeness (similitudo) of Him. Becoming similar to
God means, according to Luther, the Transitus a lege in fidem
Christi. 47 Faith is, once again, becoming Christ-like, because Christ
is present in faith and makes man take part in His divine attributes .
This is expressed quite clearly in a passage in the Kirchenpostille ,
which has previousl y been noted in part.
... and we are filled with all kinds of God's fullness, that is in
the Hebrew manner said so often: that we are filled in all
manner, that He makes full and we become full of God, and
overwhel ms with all gifts and grace, and fills with His Spirit,
which makes us brave and illuminat es us with His light, and
His life lives in us, His blessedne ss makes us blessed, His love
in us awakens love, in short, that all that He is and can do, in us

becomes total and works powerfully that we will become totally
deified, not only partly or have alone some pieces of God, but
all abundanc e. Itis much written about, how the human being
is to become deified, they have built ladders on which one
could climb to heaven and many such things. But it is vain,
partial work. Here is the right and closest way that shows the
way to get there, that you become full of God, that you lack not
a piece, but that you have all in one lump, that all that you say,
think, or where you go, in summary : your entire life be godly. 48
Luther maintains in this cited piece - which for the most part has
fallen into oblivion in Luther research -that faith means true and
complete deification. The program of fides charitate fonnata, which
rests on the Greek ontology and its eras concept, however defines
only a partial, imperfect, and inferior deification. In it the
relationsh ip with God is a perpetual movemen t toward the
transcend ent, toward God, who, however remains always in
"heaven." True faith, on the other hand, unites, according to
Luther, the Christian with God, who "came down" and who in
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faith is present with His whole fullness in sinful man. Faith is
"heaven."
2. The deification concept and the relation between faith and works
The meaning of the deification concept for Luther's doctrine of
justification culminates in that he understands the relationship
between faith and works as analogous to the relationship between
the divine and the human natures of Christ. The Christ present in
faith is a Jonna, which informs the works or incarnates itself in
them.

¥

Therefore in theology let faith always the divinity of works,
diffused throughout the works in the same way that the
divinity is throughout the humanity of Christ. Anyone who
touches the heat in the heated iron touches the iron; and
whoever has touched the skin of Christ has actually touched
God. Therefore faith is the "do-all" in works, if I may use this
expression. 49
For Luther faith is the Jonna and works, on the other hand, the
materia. The Christ present in faith gives to the works His Jonna,
that is, He incarnates Himself in the works (fl.des composita, fides
concreta, fides incarnata).50 When the reality of faith incarnates itself
into the works, these therefore become faith - generated works
(opera fideificata) or - as Luther explicitly determines - "deified
works" (opera deificata). 51
The deificatio-concept belongs thus to the core of Luther's
doctrine of justification. Based on this foundation it is clear to
understand how the doctrine of justification and the view of the
sanctification of man both form unity in Luther's theology.
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The Postilla of Nicholas of Lyra on the Song of Songs. By Nicholas of Lyra.
Introduced, translated, and edited by James George Kieker. Milwaukee:
Marquette University Press, 1998.
This is the third volume of a series of texts and translations on biblical studies
being issued by Marquette under the guidance of Kenneth Hagen as the general
editor. Refonnation Texts with Translations (1350-1650) is proving to be a very
scholarly, yet readable addition to a pastor's library. James George Kieker is to be
commended for accomplishing his goal of making the translation "clear and
useful."
One of the benefits of this series is a brief introduction regarding the author. In
addition to his life and works, a short summary of his place in exegetical history
is provided. Finally, Kieker supplies a few examples of Luther's exegesis in
relation to Lyra which should encourage the Lutheran pastor to plunge a little
deeper into Luther's writings.
Nicholas sees the Song as a parable, but he desires to present a better and more
literal interpretation than the Jews or other Catholic expositors. This literal sense
is "not that which is signified by the words, but that which is signified by the
things signified by the words" (31). Thus, the bride is the church of both
Testaments and the Song is to be read as a retelling of the church's history from
Adam through Constantine to the end of the age. His exegesis is thoughtprovoking and eye opening with regard to a discussion of what the literal sense
really is.
Karl F. Fabrizius
Our Father Lutheran Church
Greenfield, Wisconsin

African American Religious History: A Documentary Witness. Edited by Milton
Semett. Second Edition. Durham, North Carolina and London: Duke University
Press, 1999. x+608 pages. $23.95. Paper.
Milton Sernett, one time professor at Concordia Theological Seminary,
Springfield, Illinois (1972-75), originally published African American Religion in
1985 to challenge an historiographical claim: that the paucity of sources for the
African American religion in America rendered the task of interpreting that
tradition within American religion generally an historical impossibility. Sernett' s
first edition effectively accomplished that task. Now in its second edition, African
American Religion remains a rich collection of resources and an absolute necessity
for any serious student of American Christianity.
Sernett organizes the text chronologically for the most part, beginning with the
seventeeth century and ranging through the late 1970s. Seven sections cover
different historical periods and geographical regions. The majority of the material
comes out the broader Protestant tradition, though Sernett does include selections
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from outside of Christianity. Additions to the second edition include more
material considering the so called "Great Migration," as well increased primary
source material by women.
In a sense, African American Religion acts simultaneously as an affirmation and
a mild corrective to Albert Raboteau' s Slave Religion: The Invisible Institution in the
Antebellum South (New York: Oxford University Press, 1978). Semett successfully
shows that, even given their challenging circumstances, African Americans were
remarkably successful at fashioning a visible and lasting institution (a point also
made by Eugene Genovese in his outstanding Roll, Jordan, Roll: The World the
Slaves Made [New York: Random House, 1972]).:Yet, the reader comes away from
the anthology with a sense of incompleteness. Not in the volume proper, but in
what in the companion volume it ultimately lacks. In other words, African
American Religion anticipates serving as a attendant volume to a technical history
of African American religion. That volume has yet to be written.
Along these lines, though narrowing the point, American Lutherans have not
sufficiently considered the contributions of African Americans to their own
tradition. That may in part be due to the simple demographic fact that
Lutheranism's numerical strength has lri:5torically been in the north, while, at least
until the Great Migration, the majority of America's blacks lived in the South. It
may also reflect Lutheran historians' penchant for writing confessional histories
of the church in the United States. Other interpretations are also possible. What
is certain is that Jeff G. Johnson's Black Christians: The Untold Lutheran Stan; has
simply initiated the historical task of interpreting Lutheranism among African
Americans, though it remains an incomplete endeavor (one may see my critique
of Johnson's "Muhlenberg's Relationship to African Americans," in CTQ 63
[January 1999]: 63). Much remains to be done to tell the story of African America
Lutherans fully. Semett's volume, however, should serve as an aid in that task.
The field for the history of Christianity in general and Lutheranism in America in
particular is ripe. One can only hope that Semett' s work will encourage more
scholarship in this area.
Lawrence R. Rast Jr.

Affinnations and Admonitions: Lutheran Decisions and Dialogue with
Refonned, Episcopal, and Roman Catholic Churches. By Gabriel Fackre and
Michael Root. Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1998. Paper. 124 pages.
At its 1997 national assembly, the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America
acted on three significant ecumenical statements. The assembly passed the
Formula of Agreement with three Reformed church bodies (the Presbyterian
Church USA, the Reformed Church in America, and the United Church of
Christ). The Joint Declaration on the Doctrine of Justification with the Roman
Catholic church also passed, affirming its claim that the remaining differences
on justification between the two church bodies ought not be divisive or
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condemned by the other. The Concordat of Agreement with the Episcopal
Church in America failed to gain the two-thirds majority required for
passage - by only six votes.
Fackre (Reformed) and Root (Lutheran) were participants in the ecumenical
dialogues leading up to these agreements. Professor Fackre was actively
involved only in the Formula of Agreement, but his three essays deal with
ecumenism in general and all three proposals. Root's four essays also provide
general thoughts on ecumenism, as well as specific ideas about the three
proposals. With the single exception of Root's final essay, this collection was
presented to ELCA seminaries prior to the votes as the Hem-Fry lecture series
for 1997.
The essays by Fackre are all marked by an attractive humility. He argues
that one ought to learn from the points of difference between one's own
theological tradition and that of a dialogue partner. Within this perspective,
the different church bodies complement one another. Each entity should be
affirmed for its differing "gifts" and each also has important admonitions it
can offer to other Christian church bodies. Such a characterization of the
theological divisions among Christians obviously means that they ought not
continue to divide us.
In his first two lectures, Fackre defines the gifts of the Lutheran and
Reformed traditions respectively. In general, Lutherans have a charism' of
concern for fundamental Christian beliefs. The specific beliefs for which
Lutherans have contended most vigorously are characterized by Fackre as
"haveability" and "simultaneity." The former refers to the traditional
Lutheran insistence on the reality of Christ in the Sacrament and the Lutheran
understanding of the person of Christ, which affirm that the finite is capable
of the infinite. "Simultaneity" refers to the doctrine of simul justus et peccator
which shows itself in the Lutheran understanding of justification by grace
through faith.
On the other hand, the Reformed doctrinal gifts are "Sovereignty and
Sanctification." "Sovereignty" implies the refusal to bind God too closely
either to sacraments (Christ is, after all, at the Father's right hand) or
confessions of faith (a creed presents a theology that must always be subject
to potential revision). "Sanctification" is the perspective that sees grace "as
power as well as pardon," a gift found not only among the Reformed, but also
in Rome. These "gifts," when turned toward the dialogue partner, become
admonitions or correctives to the partner's theology.
Fackre then turns to congregational life, where, referring to AC VII, the
church is found . In contemporary congregational life Fackre sees both the
worst examples of Christian accommodation to culture and hopeful signs of
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"neo-confessional" pastors across denomin ational boundar ies who are
seeking to reclaim the Christian faith. How might the passage of
denomin ation-wi de ecumenical statemen ts play into congregational life?
Fackre dreams that congregations set free by ecumenical agreeme nts will
"become the locus for rare in-depth exploration of and witness to catholic
faith, with commen surate enrichm ent of mission in all of its senses" (61).
In a chapter titled "What Are We Doing?" Root first provides a framewo rk

of understa nding for church unity. Referring, like Fackre, to AC VII, Root sees
church unity as constituted by the teaching of the gospel and the
administ ration of the sacraments (no references to purity). This church unity
creates a unity of faith and then unity of persons (common life). If a church
can affirm the gospel and the sacraments of another, then they ought also to
share a common life together. The prejudice of the churches should be in
favor of unity.
Root's second chapter suggests criteria for ecumenical judgmen ts.
Lutheran s have historically stressed theological criteria, affirms Root, but his
focus is more toward praxis that is essential to the identity of the church. If
nothing essential is missing, then we are obligated to unite. It is clearly Root's
contentio n that the agreements of 1997 reflect the satisfying of such criteria,
although he acknowledges that significant differences still exist between the
Lutheran , Reformed, Episcopal, and Roman churches . The differences are
acceptable, however , under the principal of an "internal ly different iated
consensus" (the term is Harding Meyer's). He illustrates the principa l at work
in the agreeme nt on justification: "Even if the doctrine of justification is the
article by which the church stands and falls, we do not need to agree on every
aspect of justification in order to say we are in fact preachin g the same gospel
rightly" (83).
The third of Root's contributions discusses the practical results of the
decisions - assumin g their passage. He notes that both doctrinal relativism
and changing moral positions (ordinatio n of practicing homosexuals) present
challenges to how the agreements might be accepted. In addition , differing
polities would lead to various means and levels of acceptance within the
churches . Quoting John Spong, Root acknowledges that ecumenical decisions
may represen t no more than skepticism about the possibility of any final
theological truth. Root denies such skepticism at work in this process and
affirms instead [in] "the Christ who comes to us graciously in word and
sacrame nt we, that is, Lutheran s and many other Christians, are one. Because
we are one, we should seek to live out that oneness not just in informal and
ad hoc ways, but in an institutionalized, structure d, ongoing common life"
(107). Root does ask worriedly: "[W]heth er a common life . . . will lead to an
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erosion of the classical core of Christian belief within the ELCA?" but
reassure s himself and his readers that he does not believe that to be the case.
His final contrib ution to the book was written after the ELCA actions of
1997. He offers his interpre tation of why the Formula and Joint Declaration
passed and the Concordat failed. The failure of the latter was probabl y due to
the fact that it would have require d actual organizational changes. He closes
on a note of hope that a revised Concordat will pass the next assembly,
togethe r with new ecumenical proposals involving Moravi ans and others.
There is much that Fackre and Root offer for Missouri to conside r seriously.
Surely we can learn from other churches and ought to approac h ecumenical
issues with humility. Our strictures about fellowship with other Christians
have, more often than not, resulted in more avoidance of other Christians than
in genuine efforts to underst and and persuad e. Having said that, it is plain
that Fackre and Root have more in commo n with one another than with either
Missouri or the kind of Christians who formula ted earlier joint doctrinal
stateme nts, for example, the confessions of the first seven ecumen ical councils.
The difference is in the attention given to the little word of AC VII that is
omitted in this book: "purity ." Neither Fackre nor Root capture s the spirit of
the August ana' s teaching on church because of this omission. If the church is
wherev er one finds some form of "Gospe l preaching" and adminis tration of
sacraments, then the passion for purity at work through the ages was
mistaken. This book suggests a perspective that views the historic church as
more of an obstrep erous old crab than the bride of Christ.
An "interna lly differentiated consensus" simply begs the questio n of
"purity ." It also begs the early Christian passion for orthodoxy. Root
downpl ays the historic points of theological divergence among the western
t::hurches. For example, on the questio n of the Lord's Supper , the crucial issue
for Luthera nism has been the depend ability of the externa l word, not, as Root
claims, "a metaphysical mistake about the mode of presence." Theological
truth, howeve r, is all about God (a rather metaphysical issue). For Root,
theology is more about us than God. That presents a real problem . While one
ought not minimize the importa nce of the commu nicant's confidence at the
altar, for instance, the truth or falsehood about which he or she is confide nt
is actually the more importa nt thing.
Fackre's stance is similarly unconvincing. It is necessa ry to be open to
another Christia n church as they contend for the truth. Nonetheless, we
cannot glibly maintai n that being open to affirmation and admoni tion finishes
the ecumenical task. What if the Reformed admoni tion regardi ng the
soverei gnty of God results in a false (metaphysical) conclusion: that the finite
is incapable of the infinite, for example? Or, what if we disagre e with such a
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untoucha ble foundati on for Gospel studies is assured for the foreseeable
future, so Dungan opines. Though discussion about Q" is abstract, its results
are disastrous. Jesus and His words are relegated to the shadows of an
unrecove rable history and the earliest recoverable form of Christian ity is a
religion of ethics and not grace. The preacher , in looking at the Gospel texts,
has no certainty about their origins or the processes which led to their final
form. Worse, Jet.us is irretrievable. Without the constraints of an authorita tive
text, the preacher .i~ now free to dip into the process that produce d the
Gospels at those points that serve his purposes .
II

Ten of the twenty-t hree chapters address the attitudes towards the Gospels
in the first five centuries. Included here is an analysis of Luke's preface in
showing how this Gospel handled the historical details it purports to relay.
Dungan also discusses how the church wrestled with four Gospels, which, in
spite of their similarities, obviously differed. Harmoni zing the Gospels still
attracts conservatives, but the process is not without its serious drawbac ks.
A second section, also with ten chapters, outlines the origins of the textus
receptus and the rise of the historical-critical method. A matter for
conservatives to ponder is that the textus receptus, which is behind the King
James Version, was pieced together by Erasmus and hence, its claim to
authentic ity is not without problems. Practitioners of the historical-critical
method are faced with the embarra ssment that its originator, Baruch Spinoza,
had a profound hatred for supernat uralism, includin g that of his own
Judaism. Through out, Dungan shows how current philosop hies and political
situation s influenced Gospel studies. He argues persuasi vely thatnine teenthcentury German nationali sm was a factor in scholars replacing Matthew with
Mark as the first Gospel. Mark, with no reference to Peter's receiving the keys,
better served imperial policies, which saw Rome, especially with its dogma
of papal infallibility, as the real enemy. For his efforts in promotin g the now
standard Markan priority, Heinrich Julius Holtzma nn was awarded an
appointm ent to the University of Strasbou rg. A third section focuses on recent
theories of Gospel origins, includin g those with which Dungan has been
involved. More than a hundred pages of endnotes provide ample
documen tation and addition al discussion.
Dungan shows how historical-critical and textual reconstru ctions are not
based on objective criteria, but are inherentl y subjective and biased, being
influence d by theological, philosophical, and political developm ents. The
most objective" methods and conclusions have histories that serious scholars
should subject to the same kind of analyses to which they subject the Gospels.
He uncovers the biases on which much of biblical scholarsh ip rests. Knowing
one's biases is therapeu tic and acknowl edging them can be pleasant ly
II
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reconstructive. Dungan has produced a necessary and very readable historical
and theological prolegome na for all students of the Gospels.
David P. Scaer

Liturgy and Music: Lifetime Learning. Edited by Robin Leaver and Joyce
Ann Zimmerm an. Collegevil le: The Liturgical Press, 1998. 452 Pages, Paper.
$34.95.

Robin Leaver is not a Lutheran, but he continues to offer important work
for the Lutheran communit y because he understan ds Lutheran theology. His
willingnes s to defend the most difficult issues of practice is quite striking,
especially in light of the many within Lutherani sm who are tired of the battle
and seem to be jumping ship right and left for new identities. Though Leaver
did not author this book, Liturgi; and Music is worthwhi le reading throughou t,
but readers will without a doubt enjoy how Robin Leaver tends to shine.
There are two significant reasons why Leaver continues to work from
within the context of the Lutheran theological tradition. First, the defense of
matters like theology equals practice, substance equals style, content equals
form, has a better chance of being heard, honestly listened to, and quite often
even respected within the Lutheran context. For therein lies a high view of
God's activity as the faithful worship, a view that is rarely found outside of
Lutherani sm. When God's act is held up, our response is put in its proper
place. The extra-Luth eran polemic concernin g such matters is normally about
high standards , which is quickly seen by objectors for what it is-snobbe ry.
Secondly, and this is not an insignifica nt factor, four of the most influentia l
Lutherans in history - Heinrich Schiletz, Michael Praetorius , Johann Sebastian
Bach, Martin Franzman n - have shaped Leaver's thinking, writing, and
scholarly pursuits. Great mentors indeed!
Leaver collects a number of essays on what many consider to be two very
different subjects: liturgy and music. This union is important because the two
are frequently separated in journals and, more tragically, in pastors' thinking.
The significance of the union is stated in the introducti on: "Liturgy and music
are not presented as two domains isolated from each other but rather are
interprete d from the premise that foundatio nal issues in liturgy have their
interrelate d counterpa rt (and counterpo int) in music. So much so, that we can
rightfully say we have musical liturgy rather than music during liturgy."
The collection is informativ e in the wide range of liturgical perspectiv es
presented , and it is healthy because of the "lifetime" approach that pervades
the writing. All the writers support and practice liturgy and therefore think
of the long-term, lifetime understan ding of the church's life. They also then
know that liturgy and music of substance and worth requires time, perhaps
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even a lifetime to sink in, rehearse, practice, and live-while it becomes an

ethos. That understanding then defines life together.
The volume's essays speak to that behavior on twenty-five supjects such as:
the liturgical year, the structure of the liturgy of the hours, the place of the
homily, the role of prayer, the role of liturgical music, liturgical music as
homily and hermeneutic, hymnody in reformation churches, ritual, the
eucharist, symbolic actions, and others. One comes away amazed, yet again,
at how prayer life shapes all that surrounds it. Lex orandi, lex credendi.
While Dr. Lej:iver' s work and influence reaches far beyond Lutheranism, he
articulates a Lutheran identity about matters of worship practice that helps
Lutherans define a faithful Lutheran ethos (behavior) in these times. That is
what makes Liturgy and Music: Lifetime Learning important for the readers of
this journal. Readers of the Concordia Theological Quarterly will probably not
agree with all that is said here; nevertheless, they will find Liturgy and Music
informative and even stimulating reading in these times of challenge for
Lutheran theology and practice. While the whole volume is salutary reading,
readers of this journal will especially appreciate Chapter 21: "Liturgical Music
as Anamnesis." Here the very heart of the theology equals practice discussion
is eloquently defended and held up for the benefit of the faithful.
Richard C. Resch

Christology. By Hans Schwarz. Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1998. xii
+ 352 pages.

Hans Schwarz opens this book by noting a resurgent interest in the quest for
the historical Jesus, which began in earnest with Albert Schweitzer. He aims to
address modern questions regarding the historical Christ by engaging in dialogue
~ith earlier theologians. Beginning with the Enlightenment and its
encouragement of reason over revelation, Schwarz traces developments in
Christology. He attempts to cover all sides of the debate over Jesus, from Jesus'
self-understand ing, to the relationship between Jesus' humanity and divinity, to
His resurrection. Schwarz delves into eschatology, the eucharist, various critical
methods, and general directions in Christology from the early church through
medieval times down to the twentieth century.
Schwarz divides the book into three main sections: 1) In Search of the Historical
Jesus; 2) The Biblical Testimony and its Assessment Through History; and 3) The
Relevance of Jesus Christ for Today. Each of these sections could easily be
expanded into a full volume. In an attempt to cover the vast scope of each section
within a relatively small space, Schwarz touches only briefly on many
theologians. The brevity with which lifetimes of work and complex theologies are
addressed can, at times, create misleading notions of what these theologians
actually taught. Schwarz' book might be more effective ifhe covered less ground
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with more detail. He also seems to lean toward a kind of decision theology at
times and allows for paths to salvation other than Christ. "Jesus is unique, but
salvation through him is not exclusive" (287). Despite these difficulties, Schwarz'
conclusions about the historical Christ are more often helpful than not.
The strengths of this book do help compensate for its weaknesses. As Schwarz
examines the various christological issues, his assessments are usually agreeable
with orthodox understandin gs of Christ. For instance, he supports Christ as both
~ivine and human, the virgin birth, and the historical fact of the resurrection.
Where much of modern scholarship points to redaction in Jesus' predictions of
His death, Schwarz supports Christ's predictions as genuine prophecy.
Perhaps his most valuable contribution to modern scholarship is a willingness
to engage seriously the biblical witness of the historical Christ. His view of
Scripture is best summarized by the following quotation:
... this means also the obligation for scholarship to stay in tune with the

New Testament and not to reconstruct a contextual Jesus who stands
contrary to the biblical message. There must be a fidelity to the biblical
documents, not just because they happened to be received in the canon,
but because the church decided that qualitatively there was more to be
gained from them than from extracanonical literature. Fidelity to the
New Testament also implies an acceptance of its truthfulness (334-335).
In an age when the starting point for much of biblical scholarship seems to be
a healthy dose of textual skepticism, it is refreshing to hear someone who is at
least willing to shape his scholarship around an appreciation for the sacredness
of the text of Scripture.
Matthew Rueger
Saint John Lutheran Church
Hubbard, Iowa

Embassy of Onesimus: The Letter of Paul to Philemon. By Allen Dwight
Callahan. Valley Forge, Pennsylvan ia: Trinity Press Internation al, 1997.
Paper. 96 Pages. $11.00.

Most Christians assume that Paul wrote canonical Philemon to reconcile
two estranged individuals to one another in Christ: master Philemon and the
slave Onesimus, who had been a runaway (Greek: cSpcxTTETT)S'i Latin:fagitivus).
However, no formal identificatio n of Onesimus as a runaway ever occurs
within the letter (although Paul does refer to him twice as a "slave" [cSouAos]
in verse 16). Admittedly, the "runaway slave hypothesis" in Philemon is just
that - an hypothesis. Yet, as many believe, it is still the best way to regard the
letter as a whole and allows the gospel to predominat e in the interpretatio n
of the letter instead of some alien view. Few moderns challenged the idea that
Onesimus was a runaway slave until the great doctoral dissertation (later
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published ) of John Knox in 1935, who presented an altogether different
understan ding: Philemon was not a personalle tter ofreconcil iation but rather
a public appeal to the Colossian congregat ion for the full-time services of
Onesimus whom Paul desired to have henceforth as a missionar y companio n.
Since that time there have been several more recent attempts to maintain and
augment the Knox thesis (Cope, Winter, and now Callahan come immediate ly
to mind). An representa tive example of the effort to uphold the traditiona l
"runaway slave hyposthes is" is John G. Nordling, "Onesimu s fugitivus: A
Defense of the Runaway Slave Hypothesi s in Philemon, " Journal for the Study
of the New Testament 41 (Fall 1991): 97-119.
Callahan, to his credit, points out those aspects of his backgroun d that make
it impossibl e for him to believe the traditiona l interpreta tion of Philemon.
Raised in the African Methodist Episcopal Church, Callahan is spiritual heir
to a group of antebellum slaves who once walked out on a Philemon sermon
delivered to them by the Rev. J. ColcockJo nes, a white Methodist missionar y
to slaves in Georgia, who urged fidelity and obedience to masters: "Some [of
the slaves] solemnly declared that there was no such Epistle in the Bible;
others, that it was not the Gospel; others, that I preached to please the masters;
others, that they did not care if they never [sic] heard me preach again" (in A.
Raboteu, Slave Religion [Oxford, 1982] 139, cited in Callahan, 1).
After discountin g any internal evidence in the letter itself which might
suggest that Onesimus had indeed been a runaway slave (4-12), Callahan
attempts to pin this interpreta tion on Chrysosto m of the fourth century A.D.,
claiming that abolitionist Christians were, even then, challengin g the "Roman
slavocracy " of late imperial times (15). From then on, the runaway slave
hypothesi s became the dominant interpreta tion of the church, assumed by
most theologian s (Callahan engages Chrysosto m, Luther, and Lightfoot, 4 and
following). Ultimately, though, the dominant theory has to be rejected because
this kind of "uncharita ble guesswork " buys into the "stereotyp e of the
thieving, indolent slave" which is "part of the mythology of all slavehold ing
societies" (9).
Callahan's counter proposal is an extension of mid-ninet eenth-cen tury
exegesis, which strove to advance biblical arguments against slavery. Palpable
tensions in the letter between Philemon and Onesimus reflect a falling out
between estranged brothers, not a violated master-sla ve relationsh ip (11; 30;
50; 69-60). After all, Paul refers to Onesimus in verse 16 as an aosA<j>osayarrriTos- in the flesh (ev oapKt) and in the Lord (ev KUptey). Two articles in the
Harvard Theological Review (86 [1993]: 357-76; 88 [1995]: 149-156) attempt to
achieve this "alternativ e argument um" in Philemon and probe ancient
brotherly relationsh ips in general.
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One should note, howeve r, that aos11¢05 is just as indeterm inate a word in
the Pauline corresp ondenc e as oouA05 ever was. Brother occurs so frequen tly
in the New Testam ent that, if conside red in its own light, it can mean scarcely
more than "Christ ian" or at least "correligionist" (one may compar e von
Soden, "aos11¢05," Theological Dictionan; of the New Testament 1.144-146). Nor
can the in the flesh (sv ocxpK1) designa tion easily suppor t Callaha n's literal
brother theory: circumcision (Romans 2:28; Galatians 6:13; Philipp ians 3:3),
the unregen erate life apart from Christ (Romans 7:5, 18, 8:8-10), and one's
presenc e "in the flesh" (2 Corinthians. 10:3; Galatian s 2:20; Philipp ians 1:22;
Colossians 1:24; 2:1, 5) are domina nt contexts for the 'sv ocxpKI phrase
elsewhere; so why must it support Callaha n's peculia r interpre tation in
Philemo n 16? Answer: it does not have to, so the "alterna tive argume ntum"
is hardly ironclad, no matter how much supplem entary materia l Callaha n
supplie s. Indeed, the entire theory tests upon the most dubious of
evidenc e - namely , well known, frequently used words in the New Testam ent
like brother and in the flesh, which need not suppor t the highly speciali zed
interpre tation Callaha n desires here. Less partisan interpre ters suggest that
'sv ocxpKI in Philemo n 16 denotes a "purely human relation ship" (one may
compar e Philipp ians 1:22, 24) between Philemo n and his restored slave, as
oppose d to their shared Christia n identity "in the Lord" (one may compar e
E. Schweizer, "ocxpl;," Theological Dictionan; of the New Testament 7:127). The
following italicized words demons trate, indeed, that Paul has been buildin g
a rhetorical contras t since 14b to distingu ish two positions that he hopes,
henceforth, can be reconciled in Christ:
"by necessitij'

vs.

"willingly," 14b

"parted from you
momentarily"

vs.

"receive him back..forever," 15

"a slave as it were" vs.

"more than a slave ... a beloved brother " 16a

"especially to me" vs.

"how much the more to you," 16b

"both in the flesh"

vs.

"and in the Lord," 16c

So the "belove d brother " descrip tor cannot be taken literally here, but is
part of the expansion. Paul has been painting a "new Onesim us" since 10b
and verse 16 is the climax of that descrip tion -right before Paul finally gets
to the point of the letter wherein he urges Philemo n to welcom e Onesim us
back (17b). Onesim us has been and remains a slave, to be sure, but now that
he has been forgive n and restored to Christ, he is conside rably more than a
slave; in fact (as Paul emphas izes through the rhetorical expansion), he is
Philemo n's and the congreg ation's beloved brother in Christ!
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"Slav'e'! '(oou;\os) also can mean more than literal servant , of course (one
may cmµpare "Servan t of the LORD"; "Paul, a slave of Christ Jesus," and
othei:s): That Onesim us was indeed a slave, and a runawa y at that, is
suggest ed not so much by the doubled occurrence of the word oouAos in verse
16a, as by Paul's insistence that Philemon should welcom e Onesim us
(rrpooAa~ou auTov
'eµe, 17b), that Onesimus wronge d Philemo n and awed
him someth ing (Tt MtKTJOEV ae ~ ocj>e1Ae1, 18a)-vo cabular y that can signify
fraud or at least financial misman agemen t in the extra-biblical papyri - and
that Paul is so concerned about repaym ent that he lapses into the languag e of
a formaJ 'chirograph: "credit this to [my] account" (ToUTO 'eµot EAAOya, 18b); "I
Paul write it with my own hand" (eyw nauAOS 'eypmjm TU 'eµn xe1p(, 19a); "I
will repay!" (eyw O:TTOTIOCu, 19a). Just why Paul was so concern ed about
repaym ent is never revealed in the letter, but the offer to help Philemo n and
his househ old get back on their feet again financially after a runawa y slave
inciden t remains, I submit, the one most likely possibility. The point is, quite
apart from its longevity as domina nt interpre tation in the church, the
runawa y slave hypothesis rests on several points within the existing text
that-ov erall-w ould seem to point in that direction (as is more fully
demons trated in my 1991 article). Also, Onesim us' likely behavio r outside the
text quite convincingly fits the stock pattern of the criminal runawa y slave
that any ancient would . have recognized. In this letter, therefore, Paul
minimi zes the (once obviou/>) fact that Onesim us had been a runawa y slave
because that remind er would have damage d Philemon' sinner man and made
it difficult for him to·forgive Onesimus. Forgiveness and the reconciliation of
former antagonists. in· Christ are what Philemon and the entire canon of
Scripture are about, not mere brother hood, equality, tolerance, or anythin g
else. (Callahan writes an excursus on Paul's "I will repay," for exampl e, in
which he argues that reparations should be paid to African Americans for the
past injustices of slavery, 56-62).

ws

Callaha n's estrang ed brothers theory rests almost completely upon that
word brother in verse 16 and, as has been demons trated, can easily be
demolis hed .. Hence Callaha n's treatme nt of the problem -althou gh quite
comprehensible to current American social conscio usness- would almost
certainly have been lost on Paul, the earliest Christian ekklesiae, and Christia ns
of every time1and place, save our own. So Callahan's book seems grossly
idiosyncratic and:.eannot be recommended.
John G. Nordlin g
Baylor University
Waco, Texas
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